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New Law Building To Be Named After Former President Nixon
Nixon Booster Annenberg Donates $5 million
Although Rohner expressed misgivings that the
school would not be named after a Catholic figure, and
recognized the complaints of Nixon critics, he insisted that
the Board of Trustees have made their final decision to
accept the Annenberg proposal.
Mr. Nixon, in addition to being a fonner VicePresident and President and a member of Congress from
1947 to 1952, was also a member of the New York and
California Bar Associations. In the mid-l 970's, Mr.
Nixon was asked to leave the New York Bar Association
in the wake of the Watergate scandal.
The six scholarships that will be fund~d by part
of the $5 million will be named after prominent figures in
Mr. Nixon's life, including the fonner First Lady Pat
Nixon, fonner U.S. Attorney General John Mitchell,
fonner White House Chief of Staff H.R. "Bob"
Haldeman, and fonner White House Aide George Gordon
Liddy.
In a related matter, Dean Rohner announced that
there will also be a new clinical program set up in honor
of President Nixon. '"The Study for the Separation of
Powers and Presidential Authority' Clinical Program will
be one of our flagship programs offered here at the law
school," Rohner said.
"Professor Fred Bennett has
graciously offered to head up this vital program. I know
that he and fonner President Nixon were childhood
friends, and he is looking forward to paying tribute to his
former classmate and best man at his wedding."
Despite massive faculty resignations, Rohner said,
See Nixon, page 15

Billy Kanas
Fifth Year
Day

University officials announced today that after
negotiations with well-known philanthropist and
Republican activist Walter Annenberg, the new law school
building will be named in honor of Annenberg's friend,
fonner President of the United States Richard M. Nixon.
Annenberg has agreed to contribute $5 million to complete
the new law facility, and also endowed six student
scholarships.
"While this may be a somewhat controversial
move," Dean Ralph Rohner said, "Mr. Annenberg has been
exceedingly generous and the Columbus School of Law
would be deeply honored to have the school named after
such a well-known fonner lawyer and president."
However, not all members of the law school
community are happy with the decision, including a group
of alumni and students known as Students and Alumni for
Integrity. The Chainnan of the group, Philip Macken
Bailey (Class of '65) said, "This is an outrage! I cannot
believe that the University would even consider such a
· loathsome figure in our nation's history. This man has
been disbarred for God's sake!"
"I don't see Mr. Bailey contributing $5 million,"
Rohner replied. "Perhaps we have to put things into
perspective. I don't think that Mr. Bailey comprehends
the exact amounts involved here."

Richard M. Nixon's comeback is near-complete as
the University officials announce plans to name the new
law school building in his honor after a significant
contribution to the endowment was made by a Nixon
supporter in his honor.

New Library Loses Space to Moot Court, Faculty
Lance Manion
Second Year
Mid-Morning
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In a surprise move the original plans for the third floor of the Dufour Library
(left) have been altered to accomodate new facilities (right)for the faculty and moot court
program. The facilities for tenured faculty members is likely to raise eyebrows
considering that the changes will delay the opening of the building as well as have a
severe fiscal impact on the project.

The new law school building's
blueprints have recently been altered to
allow for the school's newfound focus on
Trial Practice and Trial Advocacy to be
expanded in the curriculum.
Space
formerly allocated in the third floor of the
Dufour Library has now been redesigned
to accommodate new moot court facilities.
However not all of the space will be used
for moot court rooms, nearly half of the
re-allocated area will be dedicated to a
faculty lounge for tenured professors only,
and will house personal living quarters for
the new dean.
The tenured faculty lounge is
expected to feature a whirl-pool bath,
steam room, tanning salon and two-lane
private bowling alley.
"In reviewing the original plans,
we concluded that the students don't really
use tlie library that much," said Associate
Dean Leah Wortham. "Students rarely
recognize the difficult and taxing job that
we professors have teaching the law. The
students will see second-hand benefits of
these faculty perks in a more relaxed and

tanned faculty."
Commenting on the need for a
separation and distinction between tenured
and non-tenured faculty, one anonymous
professor said, "I'm sick and tired of
having to mingle and make pleasantries
with the non-tenured rabble among the
faculty.
See Lounge, on page I 5
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In Brief

Classifieds
For those individuals who fail to have a
sense of humor regarding the false front
page of Judicial Notice commemorating
April Fool's Day we note this ancient
wisdom of Confucius (or was it Willie
Wonka?):
"A little nonsense now and then,
is relished by even the wisest men."

•••
Don't forget to watch "Lois & Clark: The
New Adventures of Superman" on Sunday
nights at 8:00PM on ABC. There are only
a few new shows left this season. Don't
miss them. Lois is a real babe!

•••
COMING SOON, IN 1997: "Star Wars,
Episode I." Watch this space for more
details as they become available.

•••
Kelly likes Jay a whole lot, but doesn't
know how to tell him. Any ideas?

•••
Video Bill notes that "Jurassic Park" is due
out on video in October. Get to your local
video dealer early to reserve your copy
before the lines begin to form.

•••
GRADUATING STUDENTS -- Don't
forget to purchase graduation
announcements and to order your cap,
gown, and hood for the commencement
ceremony. For more details see the ad on
page nine of this issue of Judicial Notice.

***

007 UPDATE -- James Bond film # 17
will be released in 1995. Timothy Dalton
is expected to return. In related news,
Roger Moore will be back as Simon
Templer in "The Saint" to be released in
theaters this Christmas. Sean Connery is
playing the ghost in "The Ghost and Mrs.
Muir," a pending movie production.
Arrange your life accordingly.

***
. LAW AND PUBLIC POLICY SOCIETY
-- The group will be holding its spring
organizational meeting on Wednesday,
April 6th at 5:30PM in Room 111 of
Leahy Hall. All are invited to attend.

***

crossword puzzle? It costs us money and
we are just curious if anyone really cares.
JN

***
SUTHERLAND CUP DINNER DANCE:
The Moot Court Association is hosting this
annual event on Saturday, April 9th at the
Capital Hill Hyatt Regency beginning at
7:00PM. Tickets will be on sale in the
lobby of Leahy Hall or at the Moot Court
Office. This is your last chance to party
before final exams.

***

Favorite New Republican Bumper Sticker ·
in the wake of Whitewater: "Gore in '94"

Dear Readers:
Do any of you ever do the

•••

Hi~ name is cooLittLe ...

He·~ Re-aLL Y into
en'li RonrnentaL

t.,:aw~

CROSSW RD® Crossword
Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Richard Silvestri
ACROSS
1 Hauler on the
highway
5 Capacitance
unit
10 "I
Dream·
(1967 hit)
14 Egg order
15 Saudi's
neighbor
16 Football Hall
of Farner
Page
17 Jocular Jay
18 "Cielito
19 Marmalade
ingredient
20 LQcation
23 City on the
Brazos
24 Kentucky
Derby prize
25 Skewered
meat
28 Fifteenthcentury
~~
31 Jack Frost's
profession?
32 Dick Van
Dyke Show
actor
34 Outquip
37 Sand~ur

40 Prepared
41 State of
agitation
42 Salmon tail?
43 Metallic
mixture
44 Beau tie?
45 Martin or
Miller
48 Quickly,
quickly
50 Thoroughfarjl
56 Sleuthing
pooch
57 Saclike cavity
58 Winter Palace
resident
60 Proof
annotation
61
Nation
(1988 film)
62 The Stooges,
e.g.
63 Now's partner
64 Gets all
worked up

4 Smeltery
product
5 Kind of acid
I Another kind
ol acid
7 Called up
8 The Egg_
9 "Drip Drop"
singer
10 Painted
woman
11 Smith,
perhaps
12 Twist or
stomp
13 Vicuna's
habitat
21 Haul in
22 Ander point
25 It's
sometimes
stolen
26 Adolescent
affliction
27 Ringo's
responsibility

~~~

a~.

contents?
DOWN
1 Helios, to the
Romans
2 Green head?
3 Dinner
reading

Guisewite or
her strip
29 Hanker
30 Warrior of
1899
32 Face on the
wall

33 Inner, in
combinations
34 M!!~Si.O,a·
{OH) 1
35 Akershus
Castle site
36 H.S. exam
38 Actress
Greene
39 They're often
paid
43 Play the ace?
44 Swiss
waterway
45 Overhead
46 Sample the
sherry
47 Log in
48 Piece of
property
49 Secretary of
commerce:
1969-72
51 Stowe sight
52 Honc,i•Jiu bowl
ga.nt
~~~
Joanie on
Happy Days
54 Book before
Nehemiah
55 Peacock's
pride
59 Rubbish
11

12

13

~

THE MOOT COURT ASSOCIATION IS PLEASED TO
ANNOUNCE
THE 1994 SUTHERLAND CUP DINNER/DANCE
Will Be Held On

Saturday April 9, 1994
at the Capital Hill Hyatt Rege~cy
7 p.m. - ???

Tickets will be on sale in the Leahy lobby and the Moot Court Office.
C1993 Crossword Magazine Inc.
For a free crossword puzzle catalogue, call or wrtte:
Crossword Magazine, Inc., PO Box 909-A, Bellmore. NY 11710
(516) 826-9479
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Latin Honors on Diplomas Possible
. Dan Birmin_gham
Second Year
Day
The Student Affairs Committee of
the Columbus School of .· Law is
considering· several proposals ·relating to
the conferral of honors to graduating
students.
Currently, all law students
graduate from the law school without any
honors bestowed upon them such as cum
laude, magna cum laude, and summa cum
laude.
The faculty is currently
considering-three options: status quo, Latin
Honors, and Order of the Coif.
Latin Honors was voted on by the
faculty committee. It passed 6:0:2. The
designations that would be distributed at
graduation would break down as follows
under this preliminary plan: Summa Cum
Laude for the top three students graduating
in the day division, and the top student
graduating in the evening clivision; Magna '
Cuin Laude would be given .to the top ten ·
percent of the day division and the top ten
percent of stud~nts in the evening division;
Cum Laude Honors .would be given to the
top third of the students graduating in both
the day and evening divisions.
The topic of retroactivity also
came up at the meeting. There was a
proposal to confer honors on those
students who have graduated from the law
school whose class ranks would have
placed them eligible for honors had this

system been instituted when they
graduated. Feasibility for such an effort
was discussed and it was decided that
although this would require a great deal of
administrative resources, the awarding of
honors would be worthwhile with respect
to those classes where rankings were still
currently available.
The Order of the Coif is a
national honor society that law schools
may -apply to become a member of. The
vote in the committee was 7: 1:0 to
recommend that the law school apply for
If awarded, the top ten
membership.
percent of each graduating class would be
invited to become a member of the Order
of the Coif. There would be several
benefits for graduating students in joining
the honor society, such as a positive
reflection on the quality of the law school,
and the conferral of a valuable credential
on the top graduates.
A survey was taken of some other
local law schools to investigate their, .
procedures , as far as awarding . honors.
Georgetown awarded Latin Honors similar
to the plan outlined above, American
University, Howard University and George
Washington University based their Latin
Honors on grade point averages, as
opposed to dass rankings, and George
Mason Law School awards English Honors
to the top 40% of the graduating students.
Comments or questions on the
final decision may be directed to Professor
Lisa Lerman, as she chairs the faculty
student affairs committee.

Student Leaders Honored at Award Night Event
Dan Birmingham
Second Year
Day
This past Friday night was the
Student Awards Night for the Colul!lbus
School of Law. The event was held at the
auditorium in Caldwell Hall.
Present were over. I 00 faculty and
students including Dean Ralph Rohner,
Associate Dean Leah Wortham, Assistant
Dean John Lord, and Director of Special
Events and Student Activities Joan
V orrasi. The evening was emceed by
Third-Year Day student Donald Schroeder
and Fourth-Year Evening student David
Michael Lyles.
This annual event highlights the
contributions and commitment of students
and student organizations on campus that
participate in the activities and programs
in the law school community.
The following people were
awarded the First Lap Award, which is "in
appreciation for dedicated service to the
law school community during the first year
of law study."

Mary Card(l-D)
Jennifer Howard (1-D)
Franklin Kang (1-D) ,
Tonia Kennedy (1-D)
Dan Manglapus (1-D)
Paul Mccullagh (1-D)
Lisa McGee (1-D)
Chad Miller (1-D)
Kelly Pride (1-D)
James Renne (1-E)
Monica Roche (1-D)
Letitia Wiggins (1-D)
The Extra Mile Award is "for
outstanding service to the law school
community."
The following were
presented with this award:
Kimberly Barr (2-D)
Dan Birmingham (2-D)
Alison Burke (2-D)
Mary Kate Connolly (3-D)
Alexandra Dapolito (3-D)
Theodore Frazier (3-D)
Edward Hammerman (3-D)
Elizabeth Kehoe (2-D)
Ilene Penn (2-D)
Sheryl Miller (3-D)
Rainey Ransom (2-D)

Donald Schroeder (3-D)
Geoffrey Branch Taylor (2-D)
The Marathon Award is "for
extraordinary dedication and outstanding
service to the law school community."
Victor Graves (3-D)
David Michael Lyles (4-E)
Jay Taylor (3-D)
A Dean's Award went to all the
presidents of the different club s in the law
school. The Dean's plaque also went to
Tim Reilly, former President of SBA, and
Seamus McCloskey, current President of
the GSA.
In addition to the student awards
that were presented, there was also a talent
show that featured such skits portraying
the somewhat arcane requirements of The
Blueboook, Law School Softball practice ,
and in a special treat, our own Student Bar
Association President Chuck Clapton
appeared as a skirt-clad Tonya Harding in
a skit which parodied the recent
controversy involving Harding and fellow
Olympic figure skater Nancy Kerrigan.
(Editor's Note: Although Chuck
seemed quite comfortable in this apparel,

it is this paper's sincere hope that his new
wardrobe will be displayed only in the
privacy of his own home).
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Amnesty International Works on Crimes and Human Rights ·
Teri Cortese
Second Year
Day
On February 28, 1994 a :panel
discussion was held to discuss
"International Crimes and Human ~ights
· Abuses Against Women." This panel
discussion was primarily sponsored by
It was an
Amnesty . International.
extremely interesting and educating event.
The discussion was very adeptly
moderated by Stacey Brustin, a Visiting
Professor of Law at Catholic University's
Families and the Law Clinic.
The first speaker was Ms. Susan
Bloor, vice-president of Women for
Women in Bosnia. This is a nonprofit
organization designed to help support

women who have survived the genocide
and war in the Balkans. Ms. Bloor
recognized that "during WWII Americans
could claim ignorance of the atrocities
occurring against Jews however,
Americans cannot. cla1m ignorance of the
atrocities occurring right now." Ms. Bloor
alarmingly remarks that the initial fury of
media attention has begun to disappear
although the torture and atrocities have
not.
Ms. Bloor discussed the many
rape camps that exist in Bosnia.
Specifically, she discussed a woman who
escaped Bosnia after being held in such a
rape camp for three months. Within that
time span this woman was raped 1,200
times! These women in the camps range
in age from eighty to ten, moreover half of

CRIMINAL LAW
Mar.15
Mar.21
Apr.4
Apr.18

CONTRACTS
Mar.16
Mar.22
Apr.5
Apr.19

CONST. LAW
Mar.18
Mar.30
Apr.a
Apr.22

PROPERTY/
Covenants, Recording
Easements, Coveyancing
Mortgages
Ma~28
Ap~14
Apr.6
Apr.28
Apr.11

CORPORATIONS
Mar.15
Mar.21
Apr.4
Apr.25
UCC9
Mar.17
Mar.30
Apr.a
Apr.18

EVIDENCE
Mar.16
Mar.22
Apr.5
Apr.26
WILLS & ESTATES
Mar.28
Apr.1
Apr.14
Apr.19

all the victims of these rape camps die.
The next speaker was Anne
Goldstein, a member of the ABA's Task
Force on War Crimes in · the · Former
Yugoslavia and the principal author of
Recognizing Forced Impregnation as a
War Crime Under International Law. Ms.
Goldstein discussed the meaning rape
acquires during the course of a war. She
argued that there are two images of rape
that prevail in international society. The
first theory is that wartime rape is
different from other rapes because you are
raping a . woman of a different race,
culture, or nationality. This woman is not
like. the soldier' s mother, sister or wife
thus the rape is not as serious a crime.
The second theory, which has
shaped international law revolves around

TORTS
Mar.17
Mar.23
Apr.6
Apr.!!)

CML PROCEDURE
Mar.14
Mar.29
Apr.11
Ap~.21
PROPERTY/I
Cotenancy, Landlord/Tenant
Adverse Possession

Apr.7
Apr.29

Mar.29
Apr.1 5
Apr.12

UCC3 & 4
Mar.18
Mar.23
Apr.7
Apr.27
ADMINISTRATNE LAW
Apr.1
Apr.11
Apr:1s
Apr.20

• Anyone May Attend - No Obligation/
• Videotaped Lectures by Law School Professors
• All Classes are at 918 16th Street, Washington DC - (16th and K)
(Near Farragut West and Farragut North Metro Stations)
• All Classes are at 1PM
• Alternative Showings A vai/able - Call for an Appointment

,S MH
202-429-977 4
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·the myth of Lucretia. Lucretia was a
· matron. who allegedly lived 2,500 years
ago. The myth is that one night Lucretia's
husband had dinner with his friends and
. his cousin, .the king's son. They were
consuming alcohol and discussi~g which
· of them had the mo~t virtuous wife. To
resolve the drunken conflict they decided
, to go and spy on their wives. Each wife
was dancing _and cajoling with oth,er men
:except Lucretia who was peacefully
spinning with her handmaids. Lucretia's
•virtuous reputation enticed the king's son
and later that night armed with a sword he
charged into her bedroom and demanded
that she submit to him, it would be their
secret. He further threatened that if she
did not submit he would kill her and slit
the throat of one of her slaves, then tell
her husband that he caught her with the
slave and that he killed them both to
protect her husband's honor. She would
not submit to him so he raped her but
afterward he felt such tremendous guilt he
did not kill her. Lucretia, blinded with
sh~e tells her husband and father what
has happened. Choosing to die rather than
live with the shame Lucretia reveals the
name of her rapist and then plunges a
dagger into her chest. During her suicide
the husband and father argued. over who
was dishonored more and who woul4 get
to seek revenge on the king' s son. They
used her body as a tool to enhance their
own political goals. Many artists have
painted Lucretia; ope of Rembrandt's is
displayed in the National Gallery of Art
(galiery #48). Shakespeare wrote a .poem
about the virtue of Lucretia arid how she
would rather die than live with the shame. .
Ms. Goldstein believes that this story
reflects how rape is viewed during war
time today. A rape victim is a source of
embarrassment, a sign of man's inability to
protect her. Just as possession of a foreign
woman is a signal of man' s success.
Ms. Goldstein emphasized that
unless women look at the crimes in
Bosnia, follow them, report them, monitor
them, study them and scream bloody
murder these rape crimes will not be
addressed to the full extent of the law any
more than rape crimes have been in the
past.
The third speaker was Sara Lai, a
research associate for the Women's Rights
Project of Human Rights Watch. She
monitors women' s rights in Asia and
Africa. Ms. Lai asserted that violations
against women are simply not being
adequately addressed by the international
community. She blames this injustice on
the fact that few women hold positions of
authority and she questions whether this
abuse would be ignored if the wives of
men in authority were being abused. Ms.
Lai dismissed the pathetic excuses that are
often given for war time rapes, excuses
such as "boys will be boys" or that it is a
cultural practice.
In addition Ms. Lai asserts that
war time rape is not being addressed
because many victims are simply too
ashamed to come forward. They believe
that justice will never be served and they
fear retribution from their attackers as well

Judicial Notfce

Organizations
Student Groups Stay Active Throughout Year With Projects
as their own community. She believes that
women can unify and fight to achieve
justice even if they achieve success by
shaming those in positions of authority.
For exarrip_le, she discussed an organization
that was created to help Korean women
who were "comfort girls" for the Japanese
military during WWII. Many of these
women Were forced into providing sex for
the Japanese soldiers. These women and
others organized to place public pressure
on Japan to recognize what was done and
to apologize. They were successful, Japan
did acknowledge what was done and did
apologize. A small victory some might
say but a victory nonetheless.
The last speaker was Carmen
Valenzuela, a pediatrician from Guatemala.
Ms. Valenzuela was head of the National
Organization of Women Physicians in
Guatemala when she was kidnaped and
tortured by the Guatemalan military. For
over two years she never spoke out about
her experience, fearing that her family
would be persecuted. However, today she
feels that she must speak out in order to
bring forth change despite the fact that she
still has family over in Guatemala.
Ms. Valenzuela spoke of how
wretched the conditions are in Guatemala.
She pointed out how all the university
buildings in the United States are named
after great benefactors while in Valenzuela
all the buildings are named after students
and professors who were murdered for
their beliefs. She spoke of the great
poverty, the incredibly pocr health
conditions and the reign of terror the
government continues in order to maintain
power.
Each speaker spoke of situations
and conditions so revolting that we as
Americans can't really image how this
could happen. These speakers served as
vivid reminders that human rights
violations are occurring every minute in
the former Yugoslavia and right under our
noses in Guatemala. When situations
escalate to a certain level (as in Bosnia)
and we do practically nothing a great
injustice occurs. History is supposed to be
a tool, a tool that we can use to observe
our past mistakes and not repeat them.
Did WWII teach us nothing? Is it already
too late?

Communications Law Students·Association Reports
· -Ted Hammerman
Third Year
Day

On Sunday, March 6, 1994, when
most of you were sleeping off the first
weekend of Spring Break, the
Communications Law Student Association
(CLSA) was doing some good. At 11 :45
a.m., representatives from the Institute of
Communications Law Studies, Joy Tate ( 1E), and President of the CLSA Ted
Hammerman (3-D) presented the R Rhema
Christian School $20,000 in tegister tapes
from Giant and Safeway food stores. The
presentation was made in front of the
Rhema Christian Center's Sunday service.
The receipts were donated by
CUA law students and collected from the
envelopes posted on the CLSA bulletin
board in Leahy Hall. The receipts were
tallied by Joe House, Treasurer of the
CLSA. ·
During the announcement portions
of the service, Tate and Hammerman
walked in front of the congregation and
presented the register tapes to Rhema
Christian School principal, Mary Nelson.
Presenting the register tapes, Hammerman
said, "As people from far away places
establish contact for the first time through
these new communications technologies, it
is important that we stay in touch with our
own community."
The collection of
register tapes was a challenge for the
CLSA, but we saw the opportunity it
presented to help our neighbors down the
street. The congregation was so elated by
the d9nation that Tate and Hammerman
received a standing ovation as the register
tapes changed hands.
"Joy Tate's motivation inspired
the CLSA to make the commitment to the
Rhema Christian School. After seeing the
look on Ms. Nelson's face and the
appreciation in the eyes of the entire
congregation, I am glad we chose them,"
Hammerman said.

The Church and Health Care

Reform
A Presentation by

Patricia King,
Pol icy Adviser for Health & Welfare Issues at the
US Catholic Conference

Wednesday, April 13th
7 p.m.
Keane Auditorium
Sponsored by Advocates for Life
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Bill Dever
Third Year .
Day
The Communications Law
Students Association (CLSA) will elect
executive board officers at a meeting in
early April (date to be announced).
Nominations were taken at a meeting
Thursday, March 24.
Sam Collari (1-D) and Rudy Geist
(1-D) are vying for president. Derek
Khlopin (1-D) and Beth Sims (2-D) are
nominees for vice-president. Julie Raines
(1-D) and Joy Tate (I-E) are nominees for
treasurer. Tara Becht (1-D) is running
unopposed for secretary and Mike Wendy
(1-D) Jenne! Trigg (1 -E) and Letitia
Wiggins (1-D) have all tossed their hats
into the ring for public relations
chairperson.
At the Anril elections meeting,

nominees will have a chance to make a
few brief remarks about their plans before
the votes are cast.
CLSA and the Federal
Communications Bar Association_ law
Students Committee are co-hosting the
Annual Communications Career Forum at
the N.A.B. on Thursday, April 7 at 6:30
p.m.
This _opportunity for the most
shameless kind of networking -- bring a
comb and a resume -- will be held at the
National Association of Broadcasters
Building, 1771 N Street, N.W. (between
Farragut North & Dupont Circle Metro
stops).
The tentative date for the Adjunct
Faculty Appreciation Dinner is April 11.
Have you decided what yeu're making
yet?

CUA Joins Jessup Cup Competition
Piper McGregor
Vice Chancellor
Moot Court

On February 25, Catholic
University's Jessup Moot Court Team
competed in the well-know Philip C.
Jessup International Law Competition.
The three competitors were Timothy Coyle
(2-D), Parisa Kazemian (3D), and Sussan
Mahallati (3D). The issue they addressed
in the competition was whether certain
refugee or human rights were violated by
a fictitious country in its treatment of
certain persons in the case.
In preparing for the competition,
the team had to familiarize themselves
with many treaties and conventions in
international law such as: The Convention
on the Rights of the Child, The
Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees and other well-known protocols
and conventions.
Kazemian argued jurisdiction and
could recite the facts and holding of
France v. Norway and the applieable
provisions of the Vienna Convention of
the Law and Treaties without pause,
making the other team shake in their

wingtips and starched blouses.
Coyle had the difficult task of
characterizing certain human rights policies
as open-minded and fair when the country
implementing the policies was named
"Draconia." In his professional demeanor,
he explained away how the ransacking of
a house, the confiscation of personal
belongings and the arrest of a family was
merely an "evidence-gathering technique"
and a "temporary detention" to avoid
further violations by the family.
Arguing for the other side,
Mahallati represented the country which
was gratuitously offering to - take the
maltreated refugees. One judge stated
afterward the he almost pulled out a
Kleenex during her heartfelt argument,
while another judge persisted that her
country meant to put the refugees into a
slave camp and therefore wouldn't hear
anything else until he had assurances to
the contrary.
Catholic's team made an excellent
showing this year and they all had a good
time doing it. Special thanks go out to
Professor Tony Perez whose tireless
questioning and incessant challenging of
the competitors during "mooting" sessions
prepared them for the real thing.

r
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Seda .Liptoa
Semad Year

Day
Tentatively, f, pushed; open the
swinging wood do<w; Though I was half
way lhrough law school, I had never
before Seell court proceedings in per-son.
· 1 half expected everyone inside to
stop: and stare at me, or even to g~ ii
ticket or something for disrupting CQl,lrt
proceedings, but nobody even seemed to
notice me enter. The room was quiet, as if
the walls absorbed all sounds except the
voices of those authorized to speak. I crept
as though I had come in late to class.
It was landlord/tenant day · at
Fairfax County court. I was there to be a
witness for a friend, a dispute over some
back rent. The case in progress was the
one before mine. I took off my trenchcoat
and slid into a seat.
It was one of those Winter days
when a couple inches of freezing rain
threatened to do more damage to our
nation's capital than a terrorist attack.
Several cases were canceled and more
default judgements were entered than
usual. Seems in Fairfax, justice best serves
those with four wheel drive.
The judge was a robust middleaged man, bald on top with the remaining
silver buzz-cut short, one of those fifty-

looks-forty types. -. .lf'as- aprasion was
- solid, and (for the-fflOl.t pm) emotionless, .
but his collar was undone under his tie and
there was a faint impalimce in the way he
turned in his scat. Things apparently. were
going slowly. He was listening to the
direct examination of a witness, and I
looked at.the-person asking)he questions. . ·
_. _ . The maai )eaaji~g 011,: the podiii'1i
· was Joey· Butefuoco:•·'
,
· I bJinked. .He had th~ same
same nose, same arrogance. Even his wife,
silently sitting at the defendant's table,
watching her husband question the witness,
_reminded me of Joey's "Missus", or "ball
and chain", or whatever it was Joey called
her when he was in bed with the little girl
from the high school down the road.
Of course, he wasn't really Joey
Butefuoco, just some lessee who happened
to resemble him, but I'll always remember
that guy as 'Joey'.

hair;'_

"And have you ever entered our
home, Mr. Rizzo?" Joey asked the
landlord's brother.
"No."
"Isn't it true that you entered our
home on at least three occasions in the last
four years?"
"No. I came to your house once
but you didn't let me in."
"I didn't let you in."

"No.•
_
•1 remind you that you't"C under
oadt, and I'll ask you again"
"Your Honor, I object,." the
landlord'slawyerinterruptedmechanically,
rising to a half crouch. He'.d had so many
opportunities -to object his legs , were
getting tired. "The question's been asked
and answered your Honor."
"Move on to your next question."
Joey paced around a little, trying
to get his mind back on track, then asked,
"So you don't recall ever coming to my
house to look at the damage in the
basement?"
The lawyer made a move to stand
again but the judge saved him the trouble.
"Sir, that question has been answered, and
you called this witness, you shouldn't be
asking him leading questions. Now please
move on to something else."
"I'm sorry your honor."
The Butefuoco arrogance slipped
a little with that apology. He was pro se,
just trying to do the best he could, and the
Judge was actually cutting him a lot of
slack, only hurrying h_im along when he
knew that horse wasn't breathing. Still, it
was clear that old Joey was out of his
depth. He had all sorts of cases about
constructive eviction, photocopied and
highlighted, but in Virginia you have to
vacate to be constructively evicted. Not

Career S~rvices Releases Results on Class of ' 92 Jobs
The Office of Career Services released this week information on employment of e Columbus School of Law Class of 1993.
The results are based on a questionnaire sent to each graduate six months after their graduation. The breakdown by type of practice
is compared to the ·most recent 'national averages compiled by the National Association for Law Placement.
Based on an 89% response rate, 85% of the class reported being employed either full-time, or part-time within six months
of graduation, compared to the prior data (class of 1992) which indicated an employment rate of 74.9%. CUA graduates elect
overwhelmingly to practice i_n Washington, DC, Maryland, or Virginia.
·

PRACTICE LOCATION ~
-GEOGRAPHICLOCATIONof PRACTJCE:;f·
LOCATION

1991
4.5%

North Central IN,Ml,MO,SD

12.7%
1.3%

South Central AL,LA,TX

2.0%
75.8%
54.7%

South Atlantic(DE,DC,FL,MD, VA)

0.6%
2 .5%
0.6%

7.4%
7.4%

4.0%
11.0%

-3%
4%

2.5%
3.1%

2.5%

0%
1%

77.8%
54.3%
1.2%
0.6%

4 .0%
76.5%
NA
0.5%
0.5%

-1%
NA

-1%
0% ,

GRADUATE EMPLOYMENT DATA
ie,'Jtrifa,,;;: :11J\;i1,;;:;;;;;:;;{1:~0t,z½i;0:s: ;:i;ir;:;;,; :¥'. DISTRIBUTIONl>y••~ ofiPflACDCe:~X~i§;: ·.-':•--• ~
Tvoe of Practice

Public Interest/Public Service

1988
46.0%
7.0%
35.0%
4.0%
3.0%

Business

4.0%

Academic
Unclassified Other

0.5%

Private Practice
Judicial Clerkshio
Government

Militarv
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1989
51.3%
15.1%
19.7%
1.3%
3.3%
0.7%

0.5%
8.6%

1990
52.1%
17.2%
17.8%
0.6%

3.7%
6.1%
1.2%
1.2%

1991
49.7%
17.2%
16.6%
3.2%
2.5%
10.8%

1992
45.3%
18.0%
24.2%
1.9%
1.9%
6.8%
1.9%

1993
44.0%
15.0%
18.0%
2 .0%
5.0%
11.0%
1.0%
4.0%

1992
NALP
Survev
59.0%
12-4%
11.9%
1.5%
2.4%
8.9%
1.1%
2.8%

being able to use the -cellar during the
couple of times in four years it got flooded
just-un '.t..enough.
I was sitting in one of the back
benches, timf and uncomforta&le in my
suit. Most .of the other people -in the
courtroom were, more or less, casually
· attired, except Joey, who was dressed
better than his landlord. My friend insisted
that I · wear a professional outfit. Bad
enough I had to wake up early on ·a
miserable ice and - sleet covered Friday
morning, at least I could have worn
comfortable clothes.
But as I sat there listening to the
proceedings I began to forget about the
rain, the cold, the no sleep. I started
listening with great interest to what was
being said by the judge, opposing council,
and witnesses. I noted the reactions to
statements made. Even that repetitive pro
se pseudo-Butefuoco held my attention
most of the time (he as still trying to get
the landlord's brother to admit he visited
the hous~ on numerous occasion and knew
about the basement flooding even though
he'd lose his case even if the guy did
admit that he had been to the house one
numerous occasions and had seen the
basement flooding).
I know some people who love the
theater. They rave on and on about how
the theater is sooooo much better that film,
and about how this is because everything
on stage is alive. Not just live, but alive.
As I sat there listening to old Joey ramble
l knew what they meant.
In school we try to pretend that
moot court gives us real court room
experience. But moot court is just ·that ••
moot. All the arguments are theoretical.
All the circumstances are hypothetical.
There's nothing on the line but your ego.
-Court TV tries to give you real people in
real conflict, but elementally none of us
can identify with a three inch image
flickering on the surface of a cathode ray
tube. At least not in the same way as when
the genuine article is standing right over
there.
When you're in court you 're body
knows that what you' re seeing is real. You
feel Joey is a defendant and doesn't just
play one on TV. You can sense the
authority coming down from the bench.
What I was seeing was alive. That's what
made court exciting for me.
Joey lost his case. It was apparent
that he was prepared to loose, having hired
a court recorder to preserve the record for
his appeal, but he was still visibly annoyed
as he gathered up his papers, including his
photocopied and highlighted cases which
went for the most part unused. He thanked
the judge before he left.
Sitting on the sidelines, half of
me wasn't surprised by the outcome, but
half of me was. My lawyerly side knew he
should have lost. He had no legal basis for
his claim, and the arguments he put
forward in support of that false basis were
therefore clearly irrelevant. However, my
non-lawyerly side was able to see
underneath the legal argument to what the
See Court, page 7
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counseling sessions beginning on March
25. ' It is - mandatory that · all: ·
' ._
grapuati]Jg $tudeilts who have -borrowed
... : ·'
'"
THANKS .:f'J)R APPLYJN~ EARLY! . . undet_the Stafford (foonerly fitiaianteed-'·'
. Fi~ci,al Aid Awareness Day has - S~dent)•andior the Supplemental' Loan-for ·~
motivateg ll)MY continuing students-tofile . Students (StS) program attend one ohhe
_their Fr~e J\pplication early tl!is year. -.To following_ exit counseling sessions. , These 1 •.
date, we tiav:e received :abolit 100 (out of sessions are required by federal law ana
450) Continuing Student Aid Reports and provide useful information. During the 40
GAPSFAS1Jorms. This far exceeds the minute . sessions, students will obtain a
number received to date last Ytl31'- · Keep print out of all loans borrowed - while
those papers coming! Your _support is attending the Columbus School of Law,
charts to-esti.mate their monthly payments
.
_., _ ,
greatly appreciated.
EXIT COUNSELING SESSIONS FOR and valuable information regarding
co~solidation, grace periods and
GRADUATING STUDENTS
As in previous years, the Office . deferments of the loans. Graduation caps _
of Financial Aid is offering Exit and gowns will be withheld for those not
Marya Deems
_ .t.
Director
Office of FinanciJt Aid . ·

.

-

attending an exit counseling $ession.
from Law Loans is the first week in April.
Monday, March 28: 10:10, .11:10 and 1:10 , Law Access has indicated that their loan
in the Moot Court Room,
applications will be delayed until after
and at 3: IO in ; April 11. Notices will be put up in Leahy
LI05.- .. .,,, ·i - • , -~,.,,. - -- , • :;; · - - ·0,' as:sbon:a$· tlie'1iemat,pli¢atfoil~rarrive.
Tuesday; ~farch _29:• 4:--10 in ~eane .A,ud , , INSTITUTIO~At. .- A-ID -DEADLINE
and at 5:15An ,L104. ,· _, ,, ••.J"'""" •~"-· . APRIL lS ii 1 ' ,.3::
.,;J Wednesday, March · 30:-- l: 10 ,in Keane ·
,Students• .applying--· for Institutional
Aud, 2: IO and 3: IO in tlie Moot .,.
Grant' arid Loan· _ne'ed , · -t o~' send the
GAPSFAS form with their _-parental
Court Room, 5: 15 in L 111 and 6:20 in
LI04.
information to Princeton, NJ by April 15.
If you cannot attend any of- the above
Since it talces six weeks for the GAPSFAS
sessions, please call the Financial Aid to be processed, it will arrive in my office
Office at ext. 5143.
by June 1, the day the file must be
LOAN APPLICATIONS DELA YEO · complete for consideration. ·
UNTIL APRIL
·SP IL AND OFF - CAMPUS
When can . we expect loan
EMPLOYMENT STIPEND AW ARDS
applications for 94-95? The latest word Tuesday, March 29 SPIL selections
will be posted in several locations in
Leahy lobby, including the SPIL bulletin .
board and the cube and in the fmancial aid
office. Wednesday, March 30 at 11:15am
the financial aid staff wilr conduct a
drawing in Keane 204 to ~oose among
Off-Campus Emplbyment Stipend
applications (after SPIL Stipend recipients
have been removed from the pool).
SUMMER SCHOOL FINANCIAL AID
Are · you are planning · to attend
summer school here or abroad and need
financial aid? Please-malce an appointment
to :see Marya Dennis (at ext. 5143) to
review ·your -financial aid eligibility.

SPIL MEETING

Wednesday, March 30 at 5:15 p.m.
Leahy Room 111

.

-

ELECTIONS:
-· 1·994:95.r•S·PI~ OFF·ICERS-I

,..
'

Court, from page 6

, 10 officers •will be elected at the meeting:

-. Presi.dem · ·
Vice President
Secretary .
_, Trea~urer
· 2 Auction Co-Chairs

-Public Relatioris
;Ctlait ".
•
•
' -.... 1"':
-· NAPIL l1a1son .
Social Service Chair Social Events Chair
~

:i..

'

- IT IS CRITICAL THAT CURRENT AND NEW SPIL
MEMBERS ATTEND THIS MEETING .. ,
TO CAST A VOTE FOR NEXT YEAR'S SPIL LEADERS!

guy was getting at; Joey had, what he ·
believed to be, a recurring condition of
basement flooding which the landlord
should have fixed years ago. He withheld
'· ' payinent of'rent to light a fire under the
landlord so he's do something.
,-.:. Unfortunately, the something the landlord
:•:.:K: .:., did was sue him. Now old Joey is no
better off-than when he started." Worse,
,__because be'JI have to pay the costs _of an
appeal, besides feeling obligated to move
- - out even if he eventually wins_. i felt sorry
for him. There are two stories going on_in
the courtroom, and case books only tell
one.
As for my ·own case, my friend's
landlord failed to properly amend the
original complaint to include the elements
I was to testify about, making my presence
superfluous. As I walked back out into the
ice and sleet I thought about the classes I
skipped to be there, how Joey might have
_fared better if he focused on a Quiet
Enjoyment argument, and what the next
-- half of law school would do to that still
non-lawyerly half of me.

:'

Interested SPIL Members are urged to run for
office and attend meeting. RIace name of.nominee
and office in SPIL mailbox in Leahy basement.

........
New Members Welcome
March 30, 1994
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Clapton Reports to Student Body Regarding Bar Association
Chuck Clapton
Second Year
Day

[The · authot apologizes for any .
glaring etrors or omissions in the
following article.
All mistakes are
attributable to the fact that it was written
during the BC-Florida game while the
author was entertaining thoughts of
spending Easter in Charlotte, NC for the
Final Four.]
This past month has been a hectic
one for the new SBA Board and myself.
In addition to the new Board's transition,
there have been several events going on
that we have been involved with. Last
Friday night the Office of Special Events
and Student Activities held the Student
Awards/Follies Night. The event was
highlighted by the presentation of First
Lap and Extra Mile awards to the leaders
of various student organizations and
students who have distinguished
themselves in contributing to the
improvement of the law school through
their activities.
Everyone in Joan
. Vorrasi's office did a tremendous job iri
organizing !he event, for which. we are all

·The Thurgood Marshall American
Inn of Court will be entering its fifth year
during the next academic year. Each year
the Inn accepts twenty (20) new student
members, chosen from applications
received from second year day and third
year night students. The Inn meets once a
month from September through April.
The Inn consists of twenty masters,
lawyers, and/or judges with ten or more
years of trial experience; twenty barristers,
lawyers with three to ten years of trial
experience; and twenty students, chosen
from CUA. Among our masters are eight
judges, several AUSAs, several PDS
lawyers, and partners from some of the
most prestigious law firms throughout the
country. The national president of ATLA

Postscript: Florida 74, BC 66.

Dean Search Committee Seeks Applicants
in teaching, development and
administration. The new dean must be
committed to the aims and goals of this as
a Catholic university.
Salary is
competitive. Review of all applications
will begin June 1, 1994. Appointment
effective with the 19°'95-1996 academic
year. Nominations'1Ui1t applications should
be sent to:
Rev. John E. Lynch, C.S.P.
Chairman, Search Committee
114 McMahon Hall
Catholic University of America
Washington, DC 20064
The Catholic University of
America is an affirmative action, equal
opportunity employer.

George Garvey
Associate Dean

grateful. Additionally, I would like to
thank Dean Rohner for participating in our
Tonya Harding/Nancy Kerrigan skit (and
also for any help he can give me in
locating and destroying any negatives from
that skit).
On Monday, March 21st, the SBA
sponsored a President's meeting for the
leaders of all the student groups on
campus. The meeting went very well, and

Thurgood Marshall Inn of Cou_rt
Lou Barracato
Professor of Law

to student groups. We also will be helping
the Environmental Law Society sponsor an
Earth Day Picnic on April 22nd. This is
always a great event and i_"1 strongly
encourage everyone to attend.
Finally, I want to wish everyone
good luck in their upcoming finals, and
congratulate all the Third Years who will
be graduating in June. I especially want to
thank Tim, Chris, and Don with whom I
have been privileged to work during this
past year.

the topics discussed included the new
budget procedures the SBA will adopt for
allocating group funding, issues related to
.the move to tht; new building, and possible
'service projects which can be sponsored by
the SBA. Additionally, I introduced to the
Presidents the SBA's new Student Group
Liaison, Mary Card,and Treasurer Matt
Friend.
Before the end of the semester,
the SBA will hopefully have published a
budget request form which will specify
procedures and criteria for allocating funds

is also a member of our Inn.
Each meeting starts with dinner·
and conversation, followed by a
presentation on a topic of interest relatingto litigation and/or ethics. After, and
many times during the presentation, there
is a group discussion of the relevant issues
with an interesting exchange of ideas.
All students interested in applying
should submit a letter to Professor
Barracato indicating your interest in
litigation and your exposure to the trial
system. Accompanying each letter should
be a current resume. All applications must
be received on or before 5:00 p.m., March
31. The present contingent of student
members will select next year's group and
a list of those selected will be posted by
the end of the spring semester.

The Catholic University of
America is seeking a leader of vision for
the Columbus School of Law as it moves
into its second century. Closely integrated
with the nine other schools of this unique
University, the Law School has 44 fulltime faculty and over 900 students, 660
full time. In the Fall of 1994 the faculty
and the students will occupy a new stateof-the-art facility especially designed for
legal education.
The successful candidate must be
professionally recognized for scholarly
publications, qualified for senior faculty
rank, and have demonstrated competence

Guild of Catholie Lawye~s
·

Elisabeth C. Kehoe ·
Second Year
Day.

We have had a busy semester.
We sponsored a Canned Food Drive to
benefit Mary House. We collected canned
foods and non-perishables in Leahy lobby,
until March 18. We also sponsored a bin
at the Rhode Island Safeway on Saturday,
February 26. We had a bin at Shopper's
Food Warehouse on Saturday, March 12.
We sponsored a Roofing Party at
Mary House on Saturday, March 19.
Several students helped to put a new roof
on one of the buildings.

\

On Sunday, March 20, we ~sponsored the annual Model Seder with
the Jewish Law Students l\.ssociation.
This semester, we have one more
scheduled speakers:
; April 1S: Professor Mintz
· Check our board for the topic of
. discussion. Our speakers are always on
Friday mornings at 8:30 am, in Campus
Ministry. We serve donuts and juice.
There will be mass at 8:00 am in the
Crypt Church, if you care to attend. We
will also be having several administrative
meetings, as well. We are planning an
end of the year picnic. Check our board
for details.

CUA Participates in National Environmental Moot Court
Alexandra Dapolito
Third Year
Day

Three Catholic Law Students
represented the school at the Sixth Annual
National Environmental Moot Court
Competition, hel9 at . Pace University
School of taw, In White Plains, N .Y. ·
from February 24-26. Alexandra Dapolito
(3-D), Brian Davis (3-D), and Benjamin
Siegel (4-E) competed for Catholic in the
competition, which was sponsored by
Pace, Texaco Corporation, and the
Environmental Law Institute. Professor
Lucia Silecchia and Alumnus Terry Nolan
(CUA Law '93) coached the team during
its preparation.

8

Seventy schools from across the
country participated in the competition.
Catholic competed against The University
of Arizona and the University of New
Mexico in the first round; against Vermont
Law School and Southern Illinois
University in the ~econd round; and
against Hastings Law School, California
and University of Idaho in the third round.
The Catholic team received Second Best
Oralist designation in two of the three
rounds.

Photo: Left to Right: Brian Davis,
Alexandra Dapolito, Benjamin Siegel.
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Attention Graduating Students...

Schedule of Graduation Events
Listed below is a schedule of graduation events. In addition to the Parents' Reception and Dance on Friday evening,
the Graduation Committee is planning other events. Within the next few weeks, you will receive a letter giving detailed
information about the graduation ceremony and related events. We do not limit the number of guests you may invite to the
ceremony or reception and there are no admission tickets for the ceremony. Special seating will be available for handicapped
attendees and that information will follow in the instruction letter. If you have any questions now, you can call the Office
of Special Events and Student Activities at 319-6126. The general schedule for the weekend is as follows:

Friday, May 27th:
3:00PM -- Reception for Institute Graduates (Communications, International, and Law & Public Policy) and families.
8:00PM -- Parents' Reception and Dance in the new law school building.
..
Saturday, May 28th:
.
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10:00AM -- Mass of Thanksgiving, Crypt Church, Basilica ofthe,Nationai.Shrine, ofthe:Immaculate Conception. -.-.
2:00PM -- Commencement ceremony, Upper Church, Basilica ofthe·National Shrine of the Immaculate·conceptiori.
··c ,'''i .: : , {Note:·_ Graduates, wilth~ve to ~rporthere .byl:OO~~ f9J\~~ ut}foF tJ1e:gr'?uP;J?h9tp~ap~~ ad lJ~0<~es,sio11.) .
3:45PM .-- Deans and FacultyReceptionJor_,graduates and;guesfs''ih~rieJ law-school builoirig:~" · ~,. V' ' · · ·' · · ·
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Don't Forget Youi- CapS~Gown,
and Announcements
A representative ofHerffJones, Incorporated will be in the Leahy Lobby during the following times to sell graduation
announcements and to take orders for graduation caps and gowns:

Wednesday, April 13th, 9:00AM to 3:00PM
Thursday, April 14th, 4:00PM to 7:00PM
Monday, April 18th, 11:00AM to 7:00PM
Payment is required at the time the order is placed. The rental fee for a cap and gown is $36.00 and you will be required
to leave a $20.00 cash or check deposit a the time you pick up your academic robes. The deposit will be refunded to you
when you return the cap, gown, and hood. Graduation announcements will be sold for 50 cents each. If you cannot place
your order for the academic robes at one of these times, please call the Office of Special Events and Student Activities at
319-6126 to make special arrangements. University rules require all graduating students to attend the commencement
ceremony and wear academic robes. Military officers, however, are allowed to wear their dress uniform as a substitute.

March 30, 1994
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Opinion
Ju.hicial
~otite
Published by the students of the Columbus School
of Law at the Catholic Univerity of America on a
semi-monthly basis.

Sound Off
Letters from our Readers

Dear Editor:
Gino Zavarella's latest ramble,
"Intolerance of the Left" (lli, 3/2/94),
raises a few issues that could stand for
some fleshing out. Mr. Zavarella begins
Dan Birmingham
Sam Coring
by asserting that it is just plain wrong to
Editor
Assistant Editor
call a conservative a fascist, and that
anyone who does so reveals a basic
ignorance. Mr. Zavarella's argument goes
something like this: since conservatives are
opposed to big government, and fascists
favor a strong centralized government,
While some have come to believe that the editors of this publication are
nothing but right-wing reactionaries, we have recently undergone a serious change of then conservatives simply cannot fairly be
called fascists .
heart, and have come to the conclusion that everything we have believed in is nothing
Let us first examine Mr.
but an insidious lie foisted upon the oppressed masses of the world by the entrenched
Zavarella's premise, that "[c]onservatism is
bourgeois power-elite -- from supply-side economics to the American flag and all she
necessarily anti-big government, by
stands for.
definition." While I will concede that
We here at Judicial Notice think that it is high time that right-wing loonies get
conservatives do the most talking about
off the backs of both President Clinton and his lovely and talented wife Hillary
reducing
the size and breadth of the
Rodham Clinton. These are two people who are doing their level best to change
federal
government,
the truth is that
America for the better and implement a new vision for our country. They deserve our
conservatives
regularly
abandon this
support and encouragement, not cheap-shot put-downs.
principle
when
it
suits
their
political end.
It's time that we faced up to the truth that some Americans need to pay their
With
respect
to
government
spending,
fair share of taxes, especially those who recklessly profiteered from the willy-nilly
conservatives
talk
tough
but
vote
to spend.
laissez-faire period of the '80's. Although these people may have created a few
For all the rhetoric of the Reagan
minimum wage employment opportunities, the detriment to our economic system from
Revolution, government spending actually
this short~term profit-grabbing frenzy is the clear cause of our current difficulties.
increased in real terms over the course of
The Reaganomics "philosophy" of lower-taxes and regulatory neglect was too
simplistic and simple-minded to create any lasting good for this nation. In fact these the Reagan-Bush era, and the result was a
monstrous budget deficit. It is only since
'QTO~,r arns w e1:e so detrimental they obviously h ad a harmful pre-emptive influence on
the nation's poor economic performance during the Carter Administration.
President Clinton assumed office · and
Of course, as most of you may have surmised by now, this is the April Fool's
passed a budget that reduced spending that
edition of Judicial Notice. After all, only a fool would believe that we would actually
we have seen deficit projections begin to
subscribe to such notions as those expressed above.
decline. And on March 11, the House
passed the president's budget for fiscal
1995 that will place the deficit at about
half the level that it was when he assumed
office, and the lowest level since 1985.
To understand the Republican
The individuals honored this past Friday Night for their contribution as student
Party's penchant for talking out of both
leaders to the law school community were all clearly deserving of the recognition they
sides of its mouth, it is instructive to study
justly received. Judicial Notice adds its commendations to those bestowed by the Dean
the
case of Phil Gramm, conservative
and others. Without these people -- the real movers and shakers on our campus -- the
Republican
senator from Texas and a
Columbus School of Law would not be the fun, exciting, dynamic place that it is.
possible
presidential
aspirant. During his
Perhaps the best way to honor these individuals, however, is through emulation.
address
to
the
Republican
National
We can each learn a little something from their selfless dedication and determination.
Convention
in
August
of
1992,
Senator
They are clearly role models for us all.
Gramm
introduced
America
to
the
"Dickey
In a parting note, Judicial Notice wishes to say a special "thank you" to
Flatts test," named for a small businessman
outgoing SBA President and Extra Mile Award Winner Tim Reilly for all his help in
that
Gramm met on the campaign trail
getting the new Judicial Notice on its feet, and for his tireless sense of humor regarding
who
typified the average American. If
our shameless pandering.
Dickey Flatts wouldn't support a
government spending initiative, the senator
told the delighted Republicans, then by
Editorial Board: Latitia Wiggins, John Shaw, Jim Riley, Elisabeth Kehoe, Jim
God, Gramm would not vote for it. Yet
Renne, Walter Galas, Matt Greene, and Joe DeVaney. Business Manager: Matthew
Gramm became an ardent supporter of an
R. Keiser; Photographer: Bill Shiraki; Sports Editor: David Rothstein; Features
extremely costly spending initiative, the
Editor: Kevin Deeb. Contributors: Annie Fulton, John Shaw, Gino Zavarella, Dave
supercollider, because it was to be
Reeves, Seth Lipton, Professor Clifford Fishman, Nicholas Manicone, Marya Dennis,
constructed in his home state.
The
Billy Kanas, Lance Manion, Teri Cortese, Ted Hammerman, Piper McGregor, Bill
supercollider project was canceled because
Dever, Alexandra DaPolito, Professor Lou Barracato, Associate Dean George Garvey,
the majority of the voting public felt it
and Chuck Clapton.
was wasteful. Which raises the question:
Policy on Submissions: Opinions expressed in items featured in Judicial
What would Dickey Flatts have thought of
Notice do not necessarily reflect the views of Judicial Notice, its editorial board, or
the supercollider?
staff. The opinions of Sam Coring, Dave Reeves, Gino Zavarella, and John Shaw are
Conservative doublespeak with
strictly their own, and not necessarily those of this newspaper.
respect to spending surfaced again earlier
All readers are strongly encouraged to submit letters or other material for
this month when the House voted on a
publication. Such items should be submitted on 3 1/2" computer disc in WordPerfect ·variety of budget bills. As I noted above,
format and may be dropped off at the Judicial Notice office in Room B-1 in Keane
the House passed the president's budget
Hall, in the Judicial Notice box on the ground floor of Leahy Hall, or in the envelope
bill, which reduced discretionary spending
posted on the first floor of Leahy Hall.
(that portion of spending that is not

The Conservative Lie!

Student Award Night

mandated by law) for the first time in
nearly thirty years. House Republicans,
the group that generally voted to approve
the deficit-enhancing budgets proposed by
Republican presidents, and the group that
now clamors loudly for a balanced budget
amendment, voted against the measure.
Even though the House
Republicans prattle on about irresponsible
spending and argue that the only way to
cure the spenders in Congress is with a
balanced budget amendment, when the
time comes to vote for an actual balanced
budget, the Republicans duck for cover.
Republican Rep. Gerald Solomon proposed
a measure that wajd have balanced the
federal budget within five years by
reducing spenchng by an additional $600
million. But of the 176 Republicans in the
House, 114 (including vocal Clinton critics
John Kasich and Newt Gingrich) did not
have the courage to stand by the
conservative rhetoric.
114 House
Republicans voted against a bill that would
have balanced the federal budget within 5
years. Remarked Democratic Rep. Martin
Sabo, "Republicans generally have lots of
rhetoric for balancing the budget, but
whenever we've had substantial deficitreduction packages, they've never been
there to vote for it." Just so:
Conservatives are similarly happy
to embrace big government in order to
advance the conservative social agenda.
Conservatives · favor the expansion of
federal criminal jurisdiction in an effort to
show their constituency that they are tough
on crime. Conservatives favor laws that
decide whether and under what
circumstances a woman may have an
abortion, or whether RU-486, the
"morning-after" pill, can be administered
to informed adults. Conservatives have
favored rules that prevent doctors from
using fetal tissue to conduct medical
research.
Conservatives applauded as
federal agents stormed a Cincinnati art
gallery to shut down an exhibit featuring
the work of Robert Mapplethorpe. And
conservatives have favored laws that
would incarcerate those who protest
national policy by burning an American
flag.
While conservatives campaign
against big government, they are all too
quick to put government to work when it
suits them. Senator Gramm shows us that
conservatives employ big government to
spread the pork around among their
constituencies. The House Republicans
teach us that conservatives don't have the
political fortitude to reduce government's
size, their rhetoric notwithstanding. And
conservatives regularly utilize big
government to advance their social causes.
They are not, as Mr. Zavarella asserts,
necessarily anti-big government.
Now let's look at Mr. Zavarella's
conclusion: that it must "be incorrect to
See Sound Off, page 13
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--Opinion
"Let's Act Now To Be Sure That Our Parking is Protected
John Spitaleri Shaw
Second Year

Day
It has come to the attention of
many of us here at the Columbus School
of Law that the parking garage in the new
law school will be an "open" parking area.
This simply means that anyone with a
parking permit issued to them by the

"Comment on the News"
with John Shaw
University may park their car there. That
means all the graduate students, all the
faculty from the entire university, all the
support staff and all of the undergraduates
who hold permits may park inside the law
school garage without fear of a ticket. It
also means that the scofflaws who park
wherever they want with or without a
permit, will also be able to enter and exit
the underground lot without any hassle. In
sum, anyone can park in that lot. Period.
Some people will tell you
otherwise. Do not listen to them, they are
lying to you. Some members of our
faculty want dibs . on parking first and
make sure only they get restricted spaces.
They are being selfish and have a lack of
respect for us. Some people will say that
the parking is property of the entire

University. Our school, our money, our
lot.
That preceding paragraph may be
considered by some members of our
academic community to be both obnoxious
and poorly written. However, I ask that
my apparent discourteous tone be tolerated
since I needed to get everyone's attention
on this matter.
With the opening of the new
school, we will expect that the facility
itself will be run a little differently,
perhaps mirroring some of our neighboring
legal institutions with such basic
scheduling elements like 24 hour library
hours during exam week and reading
period. That is a different matter, one
which I am sure that the Student Bar
Association will address in the future.
The situation with the parking lot
is unacceptable. This situation should be
addressed now before any sort of parking
plan can be put in to effect.
Oh, but I almost forgot, Seamus
McCloskey, a law student and President of
the Graduate Student Association
nominated a non-law school student to be
the student representative on the Parking
Committee.
That person later was
confirmed for the job.
You see, we are already starting
with one foot in the hole. We need to
start pressuring the school administration
to allow for a plan that is acceptable for
the law student community. Many law
\)tudents have expressed interest in
exclusive parking and even free parking in
the garage. These are great goals and are
attainable in the future. However, first
things first.
"Possession is half the battle" is
the most apt phrase to describe this
situation we are in. If we can get the
garage before it is assigned any sort of
zone designation, it will be so much easier
to make changes we would like to see in
the future for other law students. If we

lose this "window of opportunity", we will
have to work twice as hard as getting the
policy changed. The plan I purpose is
simple. The University will allow all
interested law students in obtaining permits
for the garage to purchase them within a
period of time at the beginning of the
school year. Once that time period is
over, the rest of the university can buy
permits for the garage. In addition, garage
permits will be different than the general
parking permits and should be available on
a space by space basis only. We do not
need a garage overflowing like every other
lot on the campus due to oversale of
permits for unavailable space.
Now, that plan is the minimum.
We should be entitled for free parking as
law students in the garage. If there is not
enough space for all students, it should be
done by lottery. The garage should be
heavily monitored by security for all
operating hours. The garage itself should
be accessible by key card with a security
gate with interior entry doors with access
to the school only. The other doors
around the garage should serve as "exit
only" doors without re-entry to the inside
of the garage area.
Why? Well, since we pay a high
tuition, the school should "throw in"
parking. In regards to the way the garage
is built and secured, Georgetown has one
almost like that. I know that is a very
childish thing to point out, but it works to
make a point. That point is security for
the student body. If we begin to spend
more time at school overall to study there
rather than at home since our current
library facility is a little "uncomfortable",
it goes without saying that later hours will
be kept by all. At first, I was being a
little sexist about the matter, thinking only
in terms of the women of our school being
at risk to violence. However, criminal
violence has no gender or age bias. A
nice, big, easy all-access garage beckons

for thieves and muggers - or worse. I not
saying that our garage will be a den of
murder. However, why take a risk when
such an event is even a remote possibility?
The thing I do not understand:
Why all the resistance to such an
arrangement for the law school students?
Why all the stone-walling? Why are
students in our very school opposed to, or
silent on such an issue?
In the interest of security and
convenience, the University should allow
for this parking lot to be an exclusive area
for the law school community.
If the University decides to be
difficult, remember this: We are all
consumers of a legal education and are
entitled to a voice in the matters of our
school's future. If you paying your way
through school as a professional person
seeking a higher degree, call the
administration - call Deart Rohner. It goes
for anyone who ·s paying for this
education to call in or write and voice our
concerns.
I also encourage everyone to
speak with Chuck Clapton, the Chairman
of the SBA, and urge him to take
appropriate action.
If you, or your parents, are
making a donation or have made one to
the school, have them write in to the
Capital Development Office and let them
express their concerns over this matter.
The time to act is now, before
finals takes up all of our time - and
definitely before the summer begins, since
many of the people you would need to talk
with will be keeping limited hours.
This is a very serious issue. Both
First and Second Years should take action
to avoid the problem before it starts. We
are about to begin our legal education next
year in a brand new, state of the art
facility. We should ensure that this state
of the art facility is run in a state of the
art manner.
The choice is yours.

A Potential Success For Governor of New York ... Gov. Stern?
Gino Zavarella
Second Year

Day
Howard Stem for Governor of
New York? Last week Stem announced
that he would be a gubernatorial candidate
in New York' s upcoming elections. The
current front-runner is the incumbent
governor, Mario Cuomo. The Republican
party has not produced a viable candidate
this year (or for many years past) and it
seems that Stem is the only possible
contender.
Stem currently plans to run on the
Libertarian Party ticket.
It seems he
wasn't really sure how he would get on
the ballot and the Libertarians invited
Howard to their convention. He agreed
and has been recruiting "delegates" to the
convention on his morning radio show
(which, incidentally, airs on 106.7 FM,
WJFK).
Formally announcing his
candidacy on his radio show, Stem
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"Right Between the Eyes"
with Gino Zavarella
outlined a direct and simple platform; and
even if he doesn't beat Cuomo, I'm
willing to bet that he puts on a great
showing. First, Stem says that he will
bring the death penalty back to the State
of New York. This is sure to be a big
winner with the electorate. Even though

Cuomo has repeatedly refused to enact
capital punishment, the people of New
York want it! In fact, the New York
legislature has approved legislation for the
death penalty on several occasions -- and
if they do it with Governor Howard Stem
in the office, the bill will be signed.
Stem's second pledge is to have
road repairs and tolls work more
efficiently. Currently road repairs crews
do not work at night in New York. Stem
says that he wants these crews to work at
night as they do in many other states so
that people can get to where they are
going -- to work, to play -- with less
aggravation. He also wants all toll booths
to be filled with personnel so that cars can
go through the tolls more quickly. He also
admits that there is a selfish motivation
behind his candidacy. He wants the FCC
of( of his back. While he seems to
understand that he would have no
jurisdiction over the FCC as Governor of
New York, he also seems to believe that
such a position would give him the

leverage he needs to overcome the
"Eighty-one-year-old man at the FCC
who's making his life hell." I'm also a bit
concerned that Stem is selectively
punished by the FCC where others are not
-- for saying the same things he does. It
does bother me that an "eight-one-year-old
man", and un-elected bureaucrat can, by
himself, without a jury, continuously
punish Stem and Infinity Broadcasting.
Not only has Infinity Broadcasting been
fined, the eighty-one-year-old man has
threatened to pull their broadcasting
license.
So far it seems that the
outrageous "Shock Jock" isn't really
outrageous even if he is a bit selfinterested. But Stem's most interesting
and important campaign promise is his
third. And it's the reason I'd support him
(were I a citizen of the Empire State). For
his choice as Lieutenant Governor Stem
has promised to select a person who
otherwise would not be able to win such a
See Zavarella, page 18
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Whitewater: Let the Conspiracy Theories Begin
· Dave Reeves
Second Year
Day

· This whole Whitewater mess has
me very concerned so I have made it a
point to follow each days breaking news
very carefully. Between games of
Nintendo hockey, Nintendo basketball, and
Nintendo racing, I have been glued to

"Capital Watch"
with Dave Rqves
MTV Newsjockey Tabitha Soren's indepth coverage of this critical event. (I
believe that MTV has had the best
coverage of this ·national nightmare and
that Cindy ·Crawford will finally win an
Emmy for an ' upcoming House- of Style
report in which she will examine the entire
affair bas~d _on , the participant~• .haircuts,

clothing styles, and preferred workout·
method.)
(Brief Aside # l: I find it
in1eresting that the Republicans ridicule of
the libe'ral media has quieted down since
they ·now quote that same • media's
coverage and investigative reports of the
Whitewater affair.)
Sure, there are those of you out
there who believe that we don't need to
spend so much time worrying about this
whole mess when we don't even really
know what happened. "Let's wait until
the Special Prosecutor and Congress finish
their investigations rather than speculate on
what was done and what is the appropriate
response," you say. BALDERDASH. It's
that kind of logical, rational thinking that
lead you to believe that the law was a
good career choice so your credibility is
shot with me.
(Brief Aside #2:1 also find it
interesting that the Republicans who just a
few short years ago argued vehemently
against the law allowing the establishment
of a Special Prosecutor to investigate
allegations ofhigh-level improprieties have
seemed to cozy up to the idea recently.)
Whitewater is · indicative of all
th~t is' wrong '\-1/ith the entire American
pl>litical system, ·an Democrats, and
McDonald's
eating. Americ,ans
everywhere:
'
.
As such, we n~ed to devo~e .our full
attention toit, even at this incredibly early
stage. Fo~get-cri~.e, -~nd health.. care and
welfare reform .anc;\ peace in ,the Middle
East and aI l cure
for
AIDS and ipeaningful
'.,
.
'

,1 ,

.,

, , •

J

~· ,

,

deficit reduction. Whitewater is THE
ISSUE and demands immediate and
serious investigation by all Americans.
My immediate and serious
investigation of Whitewater has caused me
to stumble into some much more serious
issues than even Oliver Stone could
imagine. Whitewater, my friends, is the
tip of the iceberg, the center of an oh so
tangled web, it is the horse that has been
lead to water but refuses to drink, it is the
chicken that has crossed the road, if you
know what I mean.
Admittedly, my investigation, like
the public Whitewater investigation, is
based on incomplete information. And, this
lack of information has caused me to rely
on pure speculation for my conclusions,
like those speaking ·publicly on the
Whitewater investigation, about what
might have happened. As a responsible
journalist, however, I promise to keep the
speculation to a minimum and tied to the
facts of the cases. In addition, I discussed
all of my conclusions with noted historian
and Hibernian Thomas "Thomas" Finan.
While he refused to say that he agreed
with all of the following theories, I believe
that his threat to get a restraining order if
I did not stop bothering him proves that I
am, definitely on the right track.
1. Whitewater ,Conspiracy Theory
#]-Like -the fake moo:n la,qding , in , 1969,
there never was a, Whitewat\:r-, land dea\
and corr!!sponding ._.,cov.er,-up. i; . To~ .
Presidents Clinton created the Whitewater
affair so that they could win . the ~it~

House NCAA Basketball pool. Think
about it. As I write this, the-Presidents are
cluttering up the airwaves all around the
country. We Americans are unable to
watch either the Missouri-Syracuse or
Duke-Marquette basketball game. The
Presidents have probably sent operatives to
control the outcomes of those games so
that Syracuse and Marquette each lose. I
wouldn't be surprised if there was a
conveniently planned "news conference"
scheduled for tomorrow night at about this
same time. I also wouldn't be surprised if
the Presidents make some cute comment
about wanting to end the "news
conference" so everyone can watch the
games in a weak attempt to throw us off
the trail. This will make it easier for
Arkansas to win the tournament and the
Presidents to win the White House pool.
When this occurs, and believe me it will,
I have no doubt that th~ Presidents will
not report the winnings on their income
tax, either.
2. Whitewater Conspiracy Theory
#13-Bill Clinton was the mastermind
behind the assassination of President
Kennedy. Think about it. A te~naged Bill
Clinton h!id already met President
Kennedy and decided that one day he too
would be President of the Unije·d States ..
Being a . bright young man (CJ'i~tori, I
Q.}ean),· he also ,recognized· that Kennedy's"
administration -~asn 'i realiy 'acco~pli~~ing
anything that it ' 'had 'claimed'' it would.
Clinton saw that if Kenn~J/ tited to ru~
,.~1. · .,•1..0:,•·"
,, ·_, See
Ree:vfs,
nag~1'. J4 •·r
.
,~
-·· ~··
...-,)...,.., If .Ji4
; [.)
J.JO
...

The _Character·Issue and Whitewater
Sam Coring
Third Year
Evening

:, "

During the 1992 campaign, the
liberal national media ridiculed
Republicans for raising the character issue.
Never mind the man who wished
to lead our nation and the free world had,
at that time, already proven himself to be

"Capital Watch"
with Sam Coring
a slick and shamelessly ambitious liar, an
unprincipled adulterer and womanizer, an
ungrateful traitor who attacked his country
as a student abroad, and a craven and
cowardly draft-dodger. These things were
apparently irrelevant to those who shared
his liberal agenda.
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With the advent of ·Whitewater,. ex~hange f~r prot~~tio~ ~f Madison fr~m
we revisit the character issue again. If we
state , regulators? Despite claims by th~.
didn't already know en~ugh about Bill
first couple that they "lost money" on the
Clinton to write him off as slick-talking
venture, it is clear they received far more
low-life, we now find that he and his wife
of value from their Whitewater dealings
are crooks to boot.
than they ever invested. Did the Clintons
We are reminded that character is
evade payment of taxes on these ill-gotten
not only an important issue in presidential
gains?
Were $30,000 in legal fees paid
politics -- it is the issue. Indeed, for Bill
Clinton, I suspect questions of character to Hillary Clinton by Madison yet another
and honesty -- not his socialist policies at
bribe to obtain protection for Madison
home or his incompetence abroad -- are
from state regulators?
what will end his presidency well before
Did President Clinton, as the
Governor of Arkansas, help to fraudulently
his first term expires.
While no one has been convicted
obtain a $300,000 Small Business
of anything yet, the evidence accumulating
Administration loan for millionaire
is compelling, and all the more credible
business partner Susan McDougal through
given reputation of Mr. Clinton. With
a program intended for socially or
each passing day, the noose draws tighter
economically disadvantaged businesses -a loan which funneled $110,000 to the
and the picture clearer.
The number and severity of Whitewater venture and was never repaid?
potential legal and ethical breaches
Why was the Rose Law Firm, and
Hillary Clinton personally, retained by
involved in this scandal boggle the mind,
and should be of particular interest to
Madison to represent the troubled thrift
before a state securities official personally
aspiring lawyers.
Did President Clinton, as the
appointed by her husband, Governor
Governor of Arkansas, misuse his office,
Clinton, despite the obvious conflict of
by interfering with state regulators, to
interest? Did Madison receive special
allow a federally-insured institution treatment as a result?
(Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan) to
Why was the Rose Law Firm
operate in unsound manner, leading to hired by the Federal Deposit Insurance
taxpayer losses of as much as $60 million. . Corporation in a case involving Madison
Was the so-called Whitewater when the firm had represented Madison?
Investment Company nothing more than a Having the same firm represent both
front to funnel cash to the Clintons in
parties hardly seems consistent with an

•

'

•

,t

QU~SttQos,,:.

honest adversary system. ,·
.•,·.,,,'YI}
. . what · happened to · air' the
Whitewater records, which the McDougals
insist wen~ delivered to the ·, Arkansas
Governor's Mansion in 1987 at :Iillary
Clinton's request? Did Hillary personally
send Whitewater documents to the ·Rose
Law Firm throughout the 1992 campaign
to be shredded, as recent news reports
suggest? Did Rose Law Firm employees
shred other Whitewater records sought by
investigators, as other reports suggest?
What were the true circumstances
of Deputy White House Counsel Vincent
Foster's curious death? Was it a suicide?
Why were documents removed
from Foster's office safe by former White
House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum the day
after Foster's dead body was discovered?
Why were these documents initially
withheld from investigators? Were some
of them destroyed or altered in the
interim?
Why did the White House
interfere with FBI agents and others
investigating the case? Why did the White
House negotiate a broad Justice
Department subpoena to prevent public
release of these documents? What is
being hidden from public view?
What was the exact nature of
White House meetings with Resolution
Trust Corporation officials regarding
investigations of Madison and the
Whitewater scandal? Did Clinton aides try
See Coring, page 14
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Judicial .Notice Readers Respond to Opinion and Commentary
Sound Off, from page 10
refer to a conservative as a fascist," since
fascism, ·communism, and socialism all
"fall within the general political
philosophy category of statism." Even a
cursory survey of history casts some doubt
on this conclusion. Itailan fascists and
German fascists fought a terribly bloody
war against Soviet communists in World
War II. Fascists and communists also
fought one another in the Spanish Civil
War in the 1930s. Furthermore, during
the Cold War, the United States supported
right-wing authoritarian states in countries
such as Chile, the Philippines, and El
Salvador in an effort to suppress left-wing
insurgencies as part of the containment
strategy.
So if, as Mr. Zavarella
maintains, fascism, communism, and
socialism are merely variations on the
same philosophical theme, then what's all
this fighting about?
The truth, of course, is that
fascism and communism are at opposite
ends of the political spectrum. Communist
states are generally identified by four
characteristics: (1) a basis in the MarxistLeninist ideology, with its emphasis in
class struggle; (2) an economy almost
entirely publicly owned; (3) power in the
hands of a single, dominant and elitist
communist party, and (4) party control of

institutions that are_generally independent

Holocaust survivors as given to "group
fantasies and heroics." He has been called
an anti-Semite by respected conservative
William F. Buckley and had complained
during the campaign that David Duke was
stealing all of his ideas.
Mr. Buchanan's views on
immigration issues also struck a fascistic
chord. Mr. Buchanan described what he
perceived as a decay in American society,
and blamed "a flood tide of immigration
[that] has rolled in from the Third World,
legal and illegal, as our institutions of
assimilation have disintegrated." He then
argued that it was time for "EuroAmericans" to "take America back." This
sort of appeal to racial and ethnic
exclusivity places Mr. Buchanan in the
same category as European neo-fascists
such as France's Jean-Marie Le Pen,
whose platform includes a vigorous assault
on immigrants and those not in the
majority.
But, don't just take my word for
it. Even prominent conservative William
Bennett has suggested that Mr. Buchanan's
views were fascistic, noting that Mr.

Buchanan's immigration position "flirts
with fascism."
All this is meant to demonstrate
that some conservative politicians on the

extreme right can fairly be described as
fascists. So while Mr. Zavarella chastises
those who use the term "fascist" ·to
describe those who espouse extremely
conservative· views and asserts that they:·
are ignorant as to the meaning of fascism,

in liberal democracies, such as the courts,
the press, aqd unio~s.
. Fascist regimes, by contrast, arose
out of · th-e= 'intense ·nationalism that
characterized Italy and Germany in the
it is in fact Mr. Zavarella who is ignorant.
Worlq War I. In Germany,
aftennatli
Mr.
Zavarella claims that "Karl Marx
the fascist government's philosophy was
himself
described both fascism and
grounded in the pr,incjple gf ~ryanism,
socialism
as . trac~s toward communism,
which-reduced all v;llues to r~ial criteria.
he'
considered
to be the penultimate
which
Hitler's goal was to conquer Eastern
of
the
state of political
development
Europe so . that . he might provide
I'd like to see
philosophy."
Oh
really?
Lebensraum (living space) for t~e Aryan
"master race." Thus, the fascist revolution where Marx said that. Fascism was born
was not an economic revolution, as the with the founding of a radical nationalist
Marxist . revolution in Russia was, but movement, the · Fasci ltaliani di
instead a racial revolution with the goal of Combattimento, by Benito Mussolini and
elevating the Aryan race and culture. others in Italy in 1919. Marx died in
Economic considerations were secondary 1883.
My hope, and the hope of many
to the racial revolution aimed at ridding
the German race and culture of "inferior" JN readers, is that before Mr. Zavarella
elements and creating a Greater Germany. again decides to pick up his pen, he will
Mr. Zavarella asserts that no pick up a book or two. And before Mr.
conservative can properly be called a Zavarella comes to the student body
fascist. But does the description of fascist complaining about intolerance and namephilosophy remind you of any prominent calling, he should review some his
American conservative?
previous pieces (the intolerant, moronic
Two years ago, conservative assault on multiculturalism, "One
presidential contender Patrick Buchanan Nation ...lndivisible," JN, 10/20/93, comes
was barnstorming the land spouting a to mind) as well as the work of his pal
message of division and intolerance. Like Sam Coring, the man who has raised
fascist rhetoric, Mr. Buchanan's campaign argument-by-name-calling to an art form.
was intensely nationalistic and contained By learning a bit more about their subject
veiled references to "others" who were matter, or, for example, advancing an
robbing America of its culture. Indeed, argument against the president's health
the campaign's theme, "America First," plan that goes beyond simply calling it
was also the slogan used by Hitler "socialist," perhaps Mr. Zavarella and the
sympathizers in the United States who others at JN can actually raise the level of
sought to keep America out of World War debate.
II. Furthermore, Mr. Buchanan's rhetoric
Brian Feeney
was laced with anti-Semitic language. He
Third Year, Day
has argued in defense of Nazis accused of
mass murder and has attempted to dismiss

of
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Dear Editor:

1

Louis Farrakhan and Khalid
Abdul Muhammad are racists and
demagogues. They spew forth lies and hate
against whites, against Catholics, and most
of all, against Jews. The media, and
African American leaders, deserve the
criticism that they have received for their
slowness and reluctance to condemn
Farrakhan and his lapdog.
Lamentably, hatred is very much
in the news these days, and although I do
not claim to be anyone's leader, I would
like to express myself publicly about
Jackie Mason, the so-called comedian who
polluted the airwaves last month with
racist drivel against African Americans,
and Baruch Goldberg, who murdered
dozens of Arab worshippers in Hebron last
month.
As to Mason, what he said was
vicious, malicious, and untrue, and if he
believes what he said, he is fool as well as
a racist.
As to the terrorist Baruch
Goldberg: Yitzhak Rabin, Israel's Prime
Minister, said in a speech before the
Knesset, Israel's parliament, on February
28:
Today I stand
before you, members of
Knesset, and before the
citizens of the State of
I··'
· Israel -- and in front of
the 1entire ivorld -- and ·
as a Jew, as an Israeli,
as a man and as a
human being, I am
shamed over the
disgrace ,imposed upon
us by · a degenerate
murderer.

•

••

This murderer
came out of a small and
margin~! political
context. He grew in a
swamp whose murderous
sources are found here,
and across the sea; they
are foreign to Judaism ..
To him and to
those like him we say:
You are not part of the
community of Israel.
You are not part of the
national
democratic
camp which we all
belong to in this house,
and many of the people
despise you. You are a
foreign implant. You
are an errant weed.
Sensible Judaism spits you out.
You placed yourself outside the
wall of Jewish Law.
You are a shame
on Zionism and an
embarrassment to
Judaism.
A single, straight
line connects the lunatics

and racists of the entire
world. A single line of
blood and terrorism runs
from the Islamic Holy
War member who shot
Jewish worshipers who
stood in prayer in the
synagogues of Istanbul,
Paris, Amsterdam and
Rome, to the Jewish
Hamas member who
shot Ramadan
worshipers.
Locally, Rabbi Jack Luxemburg,
the president of the Washington Board of
Rabbis, said at a memorial service at the
Muslim Community Center in Silver
Spring:
With a heart full
of sorrow and dismay, in
a voice echoing the pain,
the consternation, and
the outrage of an entire
people, I bring from the
Jewish community an
expression ofcondolence
and sympathy; a
message of healing and
reconciliation, a message
of hope and of peace.

•••

We are dismayed
that anyone professing to
be a follower of Judaism
and faithful to its
teachings would defile a
festive season of the
Jewish people -- Purim - or the most sacred
season of Islam, the
month of Ramadan. It
defies our understanding
of how an individual,
not matter how crazed,
could desecrate a site
holy to both Jews and
Muslims with the blood
of persons at prayer.
Our pain is
• particularly deep because
we recall instances in
our own history -- some ..
very recent -- instances
when our sacred seasons
were profaned, turned
into seasons of
slaughter; when our holy
places and sanctuaries
were desecrated by the
death of the faithful.
We know this pain . ..
and would not have it
inflicted on anyone,
anywhere, for any
conceivable reason. Yet,
a small and fanatic
element among us has
brought this suffering
upon others. To Jews
everywhere, this is an
outrage. It contradicts
the very essence of our
religious convictions -that all human beings
See Sound Off, page 14
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Soumfotf,trom page n ,--- ~,~-,.,_ ~are God's~ children,
created in the image of
· the divine; that all who
call upon the Eternal
One in truth and
faithfulness are righteous
and beloved of God ...
regardless .of their place
of worship or language
of their prayer or by
what name they address
the High and Holy One.
We repudiate any
distortion of our faith
that would lead to such
a heinous act.
We
condemn it as a .
violation of the human
rights of the Palestinian
people, of the sanctity of
Islam, and of the ideals
upon which the .state of
Israel was established.
We reject any attempt to
justify or to find excuse
for this slaughter . .
.whether in twisted
interpretation of scared
texts, in cynical political
ideology, or by pointing
to the all too bloody
cycle of violence which
is a plague upon our
holy land, afflicting
Arab and Israeli ,
Muslim , Jew, and
Christian.

*· * *

Grand Jury. Both the President and the
tracts and causing the total collapse of First Lady may be forced to testify. Two
family values in the United States.
top Administration officials have been
for re-election he would probably lose in
There are connections between the forced to resign in the wake of the
a land-slide, thereby diminishing his Presidents, Whitewater, and many other scandal. .One man is dead. As they say,
(Clinton's) · chances of · eventually very serious historical events. 1 have the plot thickens. Even such veteran
successfully running for president on presented only the most intriguing and dissemblers as the Clintons are having
Kennedy's coattails. · Clinton realized that insidious in this article. (Look for the rest trouble keeping their story straight.
the only . way he CQuld ensure that in the soon to be released Bantam Book,
While even the most partisan
Kennedy would be the mythical figure he The Clintons, Whitewater, and Satan: Republican admits that exposing and
(Clint~n) ~oulq later . ~?~ed ., w~, to ''.. ·Pgytics in ~he '90's-·~( Expe-Gphe ?liver bringing down a President on such serious
ass~ssmate him (Kenneqy). N?:doubt, the<i.t. S~ ne mo.vje starring;-Charle,~, Dummg as charges of corruption and abuse of power
Whitewater land deal_;Was an ·att~mpt to ,-t!c-~f Clint~Jt°. Murphy ~:aro~ n: as Hillary would be a traumatic and unfortunate
raise the funds to ma)(e_..t~e final p~ym,ent . ~ dhaOJ~¢.ifnton; an1·Marld~":Brando in a event for the nation, even the most
to the grassy knoll a~sa.5sm-Jeff G1t~oolt
rbfe' thaCwill surprise you.}' However, I partisan Democrat must admit in tum that
(I am especially confident _m this promise to focus my attention on this issue if the Clintons are guilty of even a fraction
t~eory because when I called ~r. Fman to_ with all of my might until it is concluded, of the misdeeds cited here, they have no
discuss SQme of t~e finer pomts of the or the next Barrister's . Ball, whichever -business holding any office of trust or
theory I received an abryipt-"Look; I .don't comes first.
There is nothing more· · honor and must be removed from power
know .how you got this -number but. Jea~e .important happening anywhere in America forthwith.
me alo~e." I could sense the fear m his ~ight now. Except maybe House of Style.
While there are certainly those
voice as he realized that I had resolved the .;.·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
who might disagree, this scandal is far
previously unresolvable.)
Coring, from page 12
worse than Watergate in at least one sense.
3. Whitewater Conspiracy Theory to get tormer U.S. Attorney fay Stephens
While both cases appear to involve
#67-The success of one of the worst fired as an RTC investigator? Did White
obstruction of justice by a President of the
writers of our day is dire_ctly linked- to HQuse aides . pressure Kansas City RTC
United States and. his top aides, in
Whitewater. In the mid-1980.'s, writer investigators to cover up their findings
Whitewater the Presiclent is himself also
(and I use the term loosely)/attomey, John : regarding . the Clintons and Madison?
tied to the underfying crime being covered
Grisham was not very successful at.either ~Were these aides acting at the direction of
up, and it is a self-dealing crime of greed
of his chosen professions.
That · all the President or Mrs. Clinton?
-- as opposed to the Watergate burglary,
changed when he stumbled onto Hillary
Why are the Clintons and their
which, although misguided, was motivated
Rodham-Clinton's law firm . He did some political cronies in Congress resisting any
by nothing more than a noble, patriotic
investigating and uncovered some of the Congressional inquiry into this affair? Is
desire to save the nation from the likes of
basic information coming out now about White House foot-dragging related to the
George McGovern.
Whitewater. Unable to piece together the statutes of limitation involved?
If the Clintons are as innocent as
entire puzzle, Mr. Grisham, instead,
These are serious questions, made
they insist, let them and their political
decided to fictionalize many of the all the more serious by the circumstances.
cronies in Congress cooperate not only
characters involved. The Frankenstein that A special prosecutor has been appointed
with Special Prosecutor Fiske but a proper
he created, with the Clintons' help, was · by the Attorney General to investigat~.
Congressional irtvestigati91f :as w.ell. But,
The Firm.
This bc5ok is directly ·; Over . a dozen top White House officials
given th'eir ct>ridm:t so far, it would appear
respQnsihfe for ruining- countiess digesti~e have . oeen required to testify..:,before . a
they do have something to hide.
Reeves, from page 12

I have not heard . of any, similar
expression of regret or remorse from
Yasser Arafat (or Hosoi Mubarak or any · zavarella's treatise on fascism (3/2/94); s'ii -~- soci~l'ism, .which I assume .1s wh~t Mr. . .. "" Calling 'Re~g~_. a "fascist" and calling
other Arab leader) concerning the unarmed
Clinton ·a ' "'commie" are both
1 writ~ to set a' few matters straight/ ·.'. :1, Zavarella meant in ~is quote;_Marx fe1t it
civilian Jews who have been· killed° by
Mr. zavarella writes "And Marx
to be the greatest threat to world
exaggerations, and do little to further a
himself . described . both fascism wi~' revolution; but I leave that discussion to a .::. ' political dialogue.. We must remember
Palestinian terrorists in Israel, Gaza and
the West Bank since Rabit\ a~d Arafat ,,:so.c iali~'m ·as ·ttac ~ s'c ·towa rfl, j i~e after Mr. Zav'areila _has actually read . what that great political theorist, Rush
signed the Declaration of Principles•a; the
communism .... This is patently untrue, as ' Marx, whom he quotes so freely.
Limbaugh, has said:
"Words have
White House last September.
'1
should be manifestly obvious to anyone
Second, Mr. Zavarella states that
meaning." Indeed they do. Fascism is not
with an even passing understanding of "conservatism is anti-big government, by
I believe there is a special place
simply statism; to call it that is to blur
in hell for those who target innocent
political philosophy.
Fascsim was a definition" and cannot be described as
important distinctions. Conservatism is
civilians for acts of terror and murder-political philosophy created by Mussolini
fascism, which he calls "statist" i.e. big
not simply an "anti-big government"
whether the victims are African Americans
around 1919. In creating it, Mussolini
government. Mr. Zavarella would be
philosophy. And to attribute to Marx
or Jews or Arabs or Bosnian Moslems.
merged the ideas of several Italian and correct if he was describing libertarianism,
things that he never even could have said
French writers which were gaining not conservatism. However, conservatism
And the same is true for those who, even
is lies at worst or bad research at best;
though they do not pull the trigger or plant
currency at that time: ·Mµssolini himst:lf is only against government control when_iL both
unforgivable in a lawyer. Mr.
the bomb, spread the poison which inspires _ coined the term "fascisti", meaning · . comes to business, not civil-rights . . ·When . . Zavarella does nothing to win support for
the actual killers. Meyer Kahane, the "bundle", to describe his party. Karl Marx
it comes to reproductive rights, sexual
his positions when they are backed up with
mentor of that tiny but malignant tumor in died in 1883, long before the word had rights, jailing citizens, ) he rights of the
such gross errors.
Jewry that preaches and practices anti- · even been invented. How could he have accused, public morality, pushing business
Arab racism, belongs there. So do Lewis
"described" a political philosophy that did interests overseas, military expansion; gunNicholas Manicone
Farrakhan and Khalid Abdul Muhammad.
not exist until 30 years after his death?
ship diplomacy, etc., both conservatives
First Year, Day
Furthermore, fascism is described by and fascists advocate government taking an
Clifford S. Fishman
the texts I have consulted as "a important role in what people say, do and
Professor of Law
dictatorship of the right" which calls for think.
"merging of state and business leadership"
Dear Editor:
and "extreme nationalism". Marx and the
The Law and Public Policy Society
philosophy he discovered are antithetical to
Politics have always interested me.
all of these positions. Even ifproto-fascist
Fascist politics have held a particular hold
Will Be Having Its Spring Organizational Meeting
ideas existed in 1883, when Marx died, he
on my interest, perhaps as a result of an
would not have endorsed this form of
upbringing in which my grandmothers
government; after all, Marx called for a
on Wednesday, April 6, 1994
always spoke highly of Benito Mussolini,
"dictatorship of the proletariat", not the
who I learned in school was one of
right; workers control of the means of
modem history' s great villains. As a
5:30 p.m. L-111
production, which would obviate the need
result, I have read a great deal on the
for business leadership, and the state; and
subject, and I must agree with the
Elections will be held and -plans for next year will be discussed.
an end to nations ("Workers of the World,
historians', and not my grandmothers' ,
Unite!"). It is extremely doubtful that
analysis. It raised my hackles to read Mr.
Marx would have endorsed democratic
All are invited to attend!
II
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For those pfyou_who haven't figured it out,
the frontpage of this Judicial Notice . .·
.is actually a pre-April Fool's Day prank.
·.

·Remember, a sense of humor
is a mark of good character.
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(Note: Nixon really was Bennett's best man.)
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Legal Clinics PrOVide Real "Hands-On" Experiences for CUA
Annie Fulton
Second Year
Day

done," Twitchell
explained. Civil Division interns are
required to be in the courthouse assisting
clients on one full day per week, The rest
of the intern's weekly hours are spent in
the office, with clients, in court or in the
library.
Responding to frequently voiced
comments from students that the clinics
are only for public interest attorneys-to-be,
Twitchell explained she, too, was not
initially interested in public interest work,
but has been surprised at how much fun
she has had in the Program.
"Helping people is important even
if you don't want to make public interest
work a career," she said.
Twitchell appears in court, before
a judge, at least once per week. She recalls
the fear and nervousness involved in
providing actual courtroom representation
was an impediment she faced before her
clinical experience.
"Preparedness, knowing the facts
and the law, is key, but you have to get
over the fear of being in court before you
are any good," she said.
Twitchell reports that D.C. Law
Students in Court has given her the
opportunity to get over the fear and she

"Real world" experience is easily
obtained by law students participating in
D.C. Law Students In Court Program. This
year-long clinical program allows students
to obtain six credits per semester while
representing indigent clients in D.C.
• Superior Court. Students may chose
between the civil and criminal divisions of
the program.
Third year students who · have
completed 41 credits including Evidence,
Criminal Law and Advanced Criminal
Procedure are eligible for this program.
. Both divisions conduct a weekly
seminar on trial advocacy skills with
occasional guest speakers from the legal
field.
The Program's offices are located
two blocks from the courthouse at 419
Seventh Street, N.W. Presently, five area
law schools participate and students are
offered the opportunity to master litigation
skills while representing clients who would
otherwise be unable to obtain counsel.
CRIMINAL DIVISION
Students in the criminal division
defend persons charged with crimes such thinks it may be a benefit to her future
as assault, theft or drug and weapons employers.
possession. The cases frequently involve
"Removing the courtroom fear is
issues concerning the legality of searches one step I have been able to take care of
and seizures, identification procedures, or while still a law student instead of as a
confessions. They also may involve the new associate," she said, "I would
defenses of insufficient evidence, mistaken definitely recommend this clinic."
identity, alibi, entrapment, or self-defense.
COLUMBUS COMMUNITY LEGAL
In addition to the investigative and trial · SERVICES
techniques, students learn about
Columbus Community Legal
alternatives to incarceration and creative Services (CCLS) is Catholic University's
approaches to sentencing.
home for three clinics, Advocacy for the
Elderly, General Practice, and Families
CIVIL DIVISION
and the Law. While it is currently located
Students in the Civil Division on North Capital Street, CCLS will be
practice primarily in the landlord-tenant moving into the new building this summer.
and small claims branches of the Superior
ADVOCACY FOR THE ELDERLY
Court. In landlord-tenant court, students
The Advocacy for the Elderly
represent clients in the defense of actions clinic is one of the three clinics run by the
brought by landlords and in counterclaims Columbus Community Legal Services
by tenants to obtain heat, electricity, water (CCLS). The clinic is offered specifically
or other fundamental services which are for t!Vening students.
not being provided by the landlord.
The legal needs of homebound
In small-claims court, students and institutionalized elderly are the focus
represent clients in civil cases such as of the clinic. The civil cases include issues
automobile negligence and contract regarding landlord/tenant, consumer
disputes. In both courts, students handle problems and public benefits .
the cases from initial interview through
Susannah Jones is an intern with
pleading, discovery, investigations, the Advocacy for the Elderly cl inic and
motions and trial, if necessary, with in- enjoys the opportunity to work one on one
court supervision by eight experienced with actual clients. Jones drafts powers of
attorneys. Students also learn the skills of attorney and guardianship petitions, and
mediation and negotiation and often put handles wills, real estate transactions and
those skills to work by settling cases social security benefits.
before going to trial.
"The clinic is an important service
As an intern in the civil division, because the type of legal work we are
Jennifer Twitchell (3D) has spent two doing is such that people without money
semesters representing D.C. residents in and resources would never think to do on
landlord-tenant court.
their own," she said. "Without legal
Twitchell enjoys the flex ibility counsel, many people don't realize the
afforded by her internship position. "While import of wills, powers of attorney and the
a supervising attorney is aware of like."
everything you are doing, as long as you
She reports the best part of the
get the work done it is largely up to you internship is the opportunity to work with
and your client when and where you get it actual clients and to manage a caseload.
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"The clients have been patient and
very appreciative of the work we do,"
Jones said. Each intern has an average of
three clients per semester, each of whom
are over 65 years old.
Reflecting on her clinic
experience, Jones says that taking Estates
has proven helpful even though it is not
required. "I rely on a lot of the
information I learned m contracts and
property also," she said.
Jones reports that the clinic work
requires a great deal of self-motivation to
stay on top of cases, keep in touch with
clients, and to research the legal path to
pursue in each case. In addition, Jones said
it is sometimes difficult to coordinate
schedules with clients, students and
supervising attorneys. "The new building
and a central location may alleviate some
of the difficulties," she predicts.
GENERAL PRACTICE CLINIC
The General Practice Clinic
introduces students to what practicing law
would be like in a general practice law
office. Cases range from landlord-tenant,
consumer, domestic relations, bankruptcy,
to public benefits.
Two times a week clinic students
attend a seminar on the substantive and
practical aspects of legal practice. Subject
matter includes basic law in the primary
areas of the clinic practice as well as
tactics and skills in the areas of
interviewing, discovery, negotiations and
trial preparation.
Second and third year students
generally receive six credits for a
,emester's work in the clinic. Interns
spend an average of 20 hours per week in
clinic work and seminar.
Kris Orr (2D) says, "Clinic is the
best way to get practical experience." She
recognizes that the practice she gets
writing actual briefs and legal memos
gives her experience that she can apply
anywhere regardless of whether she
decides to stay in public interest law.
"You just have to jump in," she
explains, "and you are forced to interact
with clients. It gives you a better
appreciation for them and certainly for
your own life."
Because she had not completed
evidence before enrolling in the clinic, Orr
does not appear for her clients in D.C.

Superior Court. She does all the trial
preparation and work up to the courtroom
doors and if the case does not get settled
in mediation, her supervising attorney
argues in the actual hearing. However, Orr
sees this as an advantage. "I get the
opportunity. knowing every detail of the
case, to watch an experienced attorney
handle the courtroom aspect and I am able
to learn a lot that way," she explained.
FAMILIES AND THE LAW CLINIC
After much reflection regarding
the success of the Family Abuse Project
that CUA bas sustained for 14 years,
Professors Margaret Martin Barry, Stacy
Brustin, and Catherine Klein wrote a
proposal for a $460,000 Department of
Education grant to establish the Families
and the Law Clinic.
The result has been what Jennifer
LaPorta (2D) calls ~r "best, most
important experienc in Jaw school."
Many students agree that the Families and
the Law Clinic has one of the best
reputations among the student body for
organization, attentive, accessible
professors and compelling cases.
The students enrolled in the Families
and the Law program, under the
supervision of the clinic's staff attorneys,
provide legal counseling to victims of
domestic violence. Students interview
clients, draft pleadings, prepare witnesses,
and represent victims in court when
obtaining temporary and civil protection
orders to protect the victim from further
violence.
Earning six credits last semester
representing battered women, LaPorta
learned trial advocacy skills, D.C.'s
domestic violence laws, and case
management tactics. More importantly, she
says she felt the rewards of using her
education to help make someone else's life
safer and less desperate.
"I appreciate the necessity of
being a well-rounded lawyer," she said,
"Competent, thorough representation of
abused women requires attorneys to be
counselors, social workers and caring
people."
The clinic is premised on a twofold philosophy. The focus is to provide
excellent individual representation, and in
addition, to move beyond the individual
See Clinics, page 18
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Many Clinical ·opportunities Waiting for Law Students
after completing 180 hours of intern and
EXTERNSHIPS:
BECOMING
A
develop or improve on other skills in a
seminar work.
LA
WYER
AND
SUPER
VISED
"real-world" setting,"
said Professor
case to reach larger-numbers of women in
Student observers are assigned tri
FIELDWORK
Sandy
Ogilvy,
CUA's
Clinical
the community to provide them with the
work with SEC staff members on projects
Students
may
earn
academic
Coordinator.
"My
own
clinical
tools and information to help themselves. ·
concerning a broad range of the
credit
for
work
done
at
·
external
experiences
while
in
law
·school
remain
This "holistic" approach carries
Commission's
work.
Past
projects
have
placements
through
Legal
Extemship:
vivid
and
significant
to
me
after
nearly
over to the goal regarding students in the
included
investigation
of
industry
and
.
and
leg.al
.
.
twenty-five
years;.
I
really
encoµi;age
each
Becoming
a
Lawyer
program. The work exposes them not only
issuer practices, the · litigation of civil
Extemship:
Supervised Fieldwork.
student to consider taking o_n~ _or more
to the opportunities and skills necessary to
enforcement ac_tions, administrative
Supervised Fieldwork is open only to
clinical courses before graduation."
meet clients' immediate legal needs but to ··
proceedings and the drafting of proposed
students
who
have
completed
the
For more information on any of
look at the long range problem solving and
statutes and rules.
Becoming
a
Lawyer
seminar.
All
the
clinical
offerings at CUA, contact
activism in the community. "Too many
Currentiy, Coleman is assigned to
placements must be non-paid positions.
Professor Ogilvy or his administrative
times we function as a bandaid to the legal
the Diyision of Enforcement, Litigation
In addition to their fieldwork,
assistant, Patty Walker, in room IO of
problem without realizing it is linked to a
• Division and . helps write motions and
students
in
Becoming
a
Lawyer
attend
16Leahy Hall, the Clinical Programs Office.
whole range of non-legal issues which
memoranda for trial. "I have found the
22
hours
of
seminar.
The
Becoming
.
a
They
are there tojalk with you about your
must be dealt with if we hope to have a
program to be very organized and
Lawyer seminar considers various aspects
learning goals and how those goals can be
positive affect on the individual," said
structured _and it has reall)'. been a great
of entering the legal profession:
met by a clinical experience . .
·
Brustin.
experience," she said.
differences in areas of practice and types
In addition to the time spent with
of lawyers, standards for competence, · the
Observers . are required to attend
individual clients, each student takes ·part
weekly seminars . that c_omplement the. adversary role of the lawyer, issues of
Zavarella, from page 11
in a community outreach program. Some
supervision and feedback, and relation of
material and information students learn on
of the programs in which the clinic is
the job. The seminars af:e conducted by the
lawyer's role to one's own individual
position. He will seek somepne who isn't
participating are: D.C. Bar Family Law
Commission's senior staff and members of values, strengths and weaknesses,
. the be:st pah_n-pressin~ baby-kis~ing, lying,
Task Force (students assist in developing
the private bar. "The seminars are very
Suspecting her superv1smg
exaggerating, deceiving, Teflon man. His
pro-se clinics for victims); D.C. Public
informative and you truly learn a lot about
attorney of questionabl_e conduct,, intern
choice for Lieutenant Governor will be an
Schools (surveying needs and gathering
Deborah Rebore (2D), has b'een thankful
the SEC," Coleman reported.
hon~st, hard working, capable and efficient
information to provide programs to talk to ·
Students interested in applying to
for the class component to Becoming a
man. What's really so intriguing about
children about domestic violence and
Lawyer where she can discuss job
the SEC program must submit a resume,
this is that such a person normally, and
prevention); D.C.
Superior Court's
transcript, and division preference to Patty' concerns with her Professor and fellow
unfortm:i~tely, has a difficult ti.me winning
Coordinating Council on Domestic
students. "My professor and classmates are
Walker in Leahy, Room 10 by April 23.
an election these days, irrespective of their
Violence (coalition building · with
LAW AND DEAFNESS
supportive and I can get advice regarding
politics. This is, in short, revolutionary!
professionals from all fields involved with
The National Center for Law and
my internship and supervising attorney."
Stem will use his immense popularity to
domestic violence such as medical staff,
Deafness (NCLD) Legal Services Clinic at,
Some readings are assigned.
help get someone of integrity into the
attorneys, judges, social workers, etc.);
Gallaudet College is the first legal services
Students tum in a periodic journal and
Governor's Mansion.
D.C. Coalition Against Domestic Violence
program in the country providing
make a class presentation.
Many people are .skeptical of
(students help with legislative work and
assistance specifically for deaf people. The
Students learn from each • other through
Stem's candidacy for ~: 1:P}ethora of
surveying success of new mandatory arrest
clinic provides free legal assistance to low
student presentations and the at-ease
reasons; among them that he's not really
laws).
and middle income hearing impain::d: atmosphere the class provides. While
serious, . that he's vulgar, uncouth and
" No matter what type of law a
individuals in the D.C. metropolitan area.! there is an agenda for each class, if a
offens.ive. Is he serious? H~ repeatedly
student plans to pursue, the clinic is
With the help of interpreters, area
student has news to report from their
claims that he is and has pledged to run a
relevant," said LaPorta. "It provides the
law students provide legal representation to
internship, it can be brought up for
serious campaign provided he actually
chance to work in a professional role, to
individuals in issues such as employment
receives the nomination of the Libertarian
discussion. "You learn about everyone's
enter into an attorney/client relationship,
discrimination and discrimination in
Party. He has met with the Chairman and
placement and about their views. on
and to practice basic professional skills."
receiving benefits and services. "LandlordVice--Chairman of the party and has given
becoming an attorney," sa~d Rebore: .'.'It
S.E.C. TRAINING PROGRAM
. tenant, consumer and government benefit
them the go-ahead to complete the
has been a good class."
·
The Securities and Exchange
disputes are also handled.
necessary filings. Stem also has agreed to
Students do a maximum of 120
Commission Student Observer Program
Sue Ricci (3D) had a very
hours of fieldwork and the class for three
attend the state convention and is already
provides students from
law schools
working on getting delegates.
diversified and rewarding experience
credits and 180 hours of fieldwork and the
throughout the nation with an introduction
Is Howard Stem vulgar, uncouth
during her internship with the clinic last
class for four credits. Students enrolled in
to the Securities and Exchange
and offensive?
To some extent that
fall.
One of her clients was treated
the Communications Law Institute
Commission's regulation of securities and
depends on who or where you are
inappropriately by an employer who was a
Certificate program may choose to take
securities markets.
(remember that locality test?). When he
major organization. Instead of suing, Ricci
their first exterhship requirement in a
Second and third year students,
said that Robin, his radio partner, would
special section of the the extemship
held a deaf awareness seminar for the
who have completed a Corporations
be "Secretary · of Bras" for instance, I
program: Becoming a Communications
organization in an attempt to educate the
course, are selected to participate in this
imagine that upset Lorena & Co . . He also
Lawyer, which is taught by an adunct
employer and it's employees.
program by the representatives of the SEC.
makes a number of remarks that are
faculty member who is a members of the
Ricci has an interest in disability
Each student is assigned to one of the
potentially offensive to any number of
law and said the clinic provides great communications law bar.
divisions of the SEC headquarters in D.C.
groups on any given day. One of his
SUPERVISED FIELDWORK
experience in working with the Americans
"Getting into the Program · is a fairly
campaign slogans " A Volt for Every
Students who already have
with Disabilities Act. She met and helped
selective process and they are looking for
Volt," in an apparent reference to capital
approximately 25 clients during the completed the Becoming a Lawyer course
people with a demonstrated interest or
punishment, were sure to offend -- and
semester. One case consisted of writing to can enroll for fieldwork credit only, by
background in securities law," said intern
probably designed to do so.
a landlord of a deaf tenant requesting the enrolling in Supervised Fieldwork. They
Jill Coleman (2D).
I'll admit, even though I often
installation of fire alarms that a deaf will receive two credits for 120 hours of
Participants earn three credits
listen to his show, that he is vulgar an
person can see instead of hear. Interns fieldwork and three credits for I 80.
uncouth. I certainly wouldn't permit my
Each
student ' enrolled in
also file discrimination complaints with the
eight or ten-year old nieces to listen to his
Supervised Fieldwork will be assigned a
Department of Justice on behalf of clients.
show but I don't really object to it for
The clinic is located on the faculty advisor to monitor the fieldwork
adults. And I don't object to the idea of
campus of Gallaudet and students are experience; some group meetings are also
Governor Howard Stem. Why shouldn't
under the supervision of staff attorneys. scheduled during the semester.
he
run? He has a good platform that is,
Once a week each student is required to be
unlike
other platforms, manageable.
The clinical offerings at CUA are
in the office to see clients. Ricci spent
Here's
a guy who might actually
between 12-14 hours a week in the clinic extensive and varied. You should find one
accomplish
what he says he'll set out to do
and received three credits.
" T h e or more programs with something to offer
tum over the reigns
-and
the
responsibly
best part of the clinic was being able to ·you. "Clinical courses offer the student a
of
state
government
to
someone who isn't
help people who really needed it," she unique opportunity to use the knowledge
slick,
but
to
someone
who
will simply do
and skills obtained in the classroom and to
said.
a good job.
Clinics, from page 16
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TOP 10!

"Yes, They Really Said It ... "
Top Ten Worst Things That Can Happen To You In Court ...

10.

Halfway through your opening argument, you suddenly
realize this is not the case you prepared for.

9.

The bailiff hands you an exotic foreign postcard from your
star witness.

8.

Deliberating jurors send out a question to the judge asking if
the death penalty is all they can give your client.

7.

Your client leans over during a difficult point of the trial and
informs you that his "family" knows how to deal with
attorneys who don't serve "the family" well.

6.

Judge turns out to be the person you rear-ended and cussed
out in the parking lot on the way into court.

- 5. -

Judge turns out to be the lady in the elevator you rudely
propisitioned on the way into court.

4.

Three words: "contempt of court."

3.

You ask a question and there is an objection from your cocounsel.

2.

Opposing counsel declines chance to give a clos_ing
11
argument, saying, "I believe my opponent has said enough.

1.

Jury keeps asking the judge, "Can we vote now?"

This feature is a collection amusing verbatim quotations from actual
court case transcripts, proving fact is often funnier than fiction.

DEFENDANT: You know, I hate coming out here at seven in the morning
and having to sit downstairs with a bunch of criminals.
THE COURT: I have to do the same thing every day.
DEFENDANT: Yeah, but you don't have to sit down in a holding tank with
'em.
THE COURT: Every day I come in and I meet the dregs ofsociety, and then
I have to meet their clients. Think of that.

COUNSEL: I'm perfecting the record because it is my position thatthe Court
incorrectly instructed the jury.
THE COURT: You show me authority to that effect.
COUNSEL: That presumption means that the defendant is, in fact, innocent
as he sits there.
THE COURT: That's an impossibility for anyone to believe that, ifhe~as
innocent, he was sitting there. There would be no need for a trial.

- PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL: What doctor treated you for the injuries you
sustained while at work?
WITNESS: Doctor J.
PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL: And what kind of physician is Dr. J.?
WITNESS: Well, I'm not sure, but I remember that you said he was a good
plaintiff's doctor.

Reprinted from Disorderly Conduct: Verbatim Excerpts From
Actual Court Cases by Rodney R. Jones, Charles M. Sevilla, and Gerald F.
Uelmen, with the permission of W.W. Norton & Company, Inc. Copyright
1987 by Rodney R. Jones, Charles M. Sevilla, and Gerald F. Uelman. All
rights reserved.

Video Rental Market Offers Low-Priced Entertainment
Seth Lipton
Second Year
Day

The video rental market is so
huge now that a great number of movies
are being produced strictly for the video
market. This results in a lot of chaff to be
separated from the wheat. To complicate
matters, pure video productions aren't
given the promotion that theater releases
are afforded, so renters have little to go on
except the box. Here are some basic
guidelines to help you spend less time
doing the Blockbuster shuffle:
If you're looking in the comedy
section and you haven't heard of the film It Sucks. Comedy is arguably the most
difficult genre of film to pull off, and if it
doesn't work, it doesn't work. There's no
middle ground.
This is especially true of the
"wacky screwball comedy". If you're not
part of that hidden market share who
actually likes the Police Academy films,
keep clear. Ironically, however, one of the
best bets of comedy rental is the Airplanetype film, which is a sub-genre of the
screwball comedy, including the Hot Shots
and Police Squad/Naked Gun series's as
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well as a variety of single films, Top
Secret! (a personal favorite of mine) being
one of them. These films are good because
the jokes come in such rapid succession
that even if half of them don't work
you're still left with a good laugh-to-time
ratio.
You should also watch out for the
"Dramady", which is either a comedy with
dramatic elements or a drama with
comedic elements. Often, these film are
mis-categorized by the video rental staff
and lie in wait for the unsuspecting
customer. I pulled Shakes the Clown
(Bobcat Goldthwait and Julie Brown) off
of the comedy shelf and rented it,
expecting a light-hearted satire. I nearly
lost my lunch and spent the whole next
day in a blue funk.
Drama is almost as tricky as
comedy, but the category is so broad, and
people's tastes differ so much, you really
just have to follow your instincts. It helps
to decide on some actors and director you
like, then look for their names in the
credits on the back.
Action is usually a safe bet. You
almost always know what you're getting,
and even an awful action film has a sobad-it' s-good quality, but if you don't like

to watch violence the choice becomes
more difficult.
The genre inost inundated by the
strictly video boom, and therefore the most
difficult to choose among, is · the
Horror/Sci-Fi film. There's a lot of crap
produced in this area (some would say it's
all crap), so it's hard to know what's
worth the $3.75 two day/three night rental
from Blockbuster. In this edition I want to
highlight a couple of horror movies that
are good picks for video rental, but are not
all that well known.
Evil Dead II (Dead by Dawn)
Currently released
B movie* * * * *

For any of you who saw Army of
Darkness, this film was the prequel, any of
you who have seen the fox s·eries Brisco
County Jr. will recognize Bruce Campbell
as the title star of the TV show and the
protagonist from these two movies, "Ash".
I was glad to see Campbell get the roll of
Brisco, because when I saw his
performance in Evil Dead I considered
him on~ of the best physical comedians of
our time.
That's right, I said comedy. Make
no mistake, Evil Dead II is a horror film,

but it's more. The story line is so extreme,
and the characters are so overplayed, that
it's actually brilliantly funny. Evil Dead II
is a comedy made for horror movie buffs,
and it's well worth the rental.
Punpkinhead
Currently released

B movie* *'.*

This film stars another favorite
actor of mine, Lance Henriksen. It's a
supernatural story of revenge. There are
the stupid, amoral teenagers in this film
serving as cannon fodder, like in so many
other movies of this type, but the scenes
with Henriksen and the voodoo crone of
the Appalachian back woods have a
wonderfully creepy quality, somewhat
nostalgic of childhood summercamp stories
of the boogyman. The film also plays with
a few of the genre conventions,
particularly the one that demands that
victims act stupidly, and this facilitates the
suspense by decreasing predictability.
One last helpful hint: Browse
through the video disc section when you're
in a store that sells them. Since the disks
are larger, the distributor puts more
information about the movie on the cover
sleeve to fill up the space.
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March Madness: Predictions About NCAA Tournament
David Rothstein
Third Year
Day

It is college basketball fans'
favorite time of the year. March madness
has arrived. I, like many other fans, cannot
resist making predictions about the
outcomes of the games in the NCAA
tournament. In this article, I will put forth
my thoughts about which teams will make
the Elite 8. Then, I will tell you which
teams will make the Final Four. Finally, I
will tell you which teams will make the
championship game and which lucky team
will win the national championship. (I
. must note that I am making these picks on
March 22, two days before Sweet Sixteen
games begin. Thus, it is possible that some
of the teams which I am picking to get to
the Elite Eight did not make it past the
Sweet Sixteen. I am confident, though,
that my picks will be right.)
I have decided to start with the West
region, which is unquestionablly the
weakest region in the tournament. There is
only one really good team in the entire
West bracket. That team is Missouri. I
have to admit that before the tournament
started, I did not think much of the Tigers.
Despite the fact that Missouri finished 253 and did not lose a single Big Eight
conference game during the regular season,
I believed that the Tigers were not one of
the top four teams in the country. I was
shocked when the Tigers received a #1
seed. With Coach Norm Stewart's
incredible lack of success in past NCAA
Tournaments--Stewart's Missouri teams
had 6 l st-round losses in their last 8
tournament appearances--! felt that
Connecticut should have been the # 1 seed
in the West.
I believe that Missouri will defeat
Syracuse in the Sweet Sixteen. The Tigers'
opponent in the Elite 8 in the West will be
Arizona. Arizona will defeat Louisville in
the Sweet Sixteen. The difference in the
game between the Cardinals and the
Wildcats will be Arizona's tremendous
backcourt. Arizona and Louisville both
have great guards. Arizona has guards
·Khalid Reeves and David Stoudamire.
Louisville has guards Greg Minor and
DeJuan Wheat. I just feel that Reeves and
Stoudamire will have big games against
the Cardinals. Plus, Arizona can handle
Louisville's fine center, Clifford Rozier.
Arizona forwards Ray Owes and Joseph
Blair will make it tough for Rozier to
score inside the paint.
The Midwest bracket is the toughest
bracket in the tournament this year.
Arkansas, UCLA, Texas, Michigan and
Massachusetts all had Elite-8 potential
when the tournament began. Of course,
UCLA, Texas and Massachusetts all have
been eliminated from compet1t1on.
Michigan meets Maryland and Arkansas
meets Tulsa in the Sweet Sixteen
I like Arkansas to get by Tulsa and,
thus, make it to the Elite 8 in the Midwest.
Arkansas will make it to the Elite 8
because, among other things, the
Razorbacks play great defense and have a
tremendous amount of depth and great 3-
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point shooters. Most importantly, the
Razorbacks have a forward named Corliss
Williamson. Williamson, a Chris Webber
clone who averaged 19.7 points and 7.3
rebounds per game this year, will dominate
Tulsa. Williamson and his teammates had
to go to overtime to defeat Tulsa earlier in
the season. The Sweet Sixteen game
between the Razorbacks and the Golden
Hurricane will not make it to overtime.
Arkansas will win by at least 10 points.
I pick Michigan to meet Arkansas in
the Elite 8 because I believe that Michigan
will overwhelm Maryland in the Sweet
Sixteen. I like Michigan over Maryland
because of guard Jalen Rose and center
Juwan Howard. Rose and Howard are two
of the top 20 players in the country. Plus,
they, along with forwards Jimmy King and
Ray Jackson, are us~d to being very
successful in the NCAA Tournament. The
Fab Four, after all, have made it to the
championship game of the NCAA
Tournament the last two years. As good as
Maryland center Joe Smith is, he will not
be able to match Juwan Howard. So far,
Howard has played better than anyone else
in the tournament. He has been simply
unstoppable.
Plus, although the
Terrapins' guards were brilliant in
Maryland's upset of Massachusetts, they,
like their teammates, have been very
inconsistent over the entire season. I do
not believe that guards Duane Simpkins
and Johnny Rhodes can play spectacularly
two games in a row for the Terrapins.
Thus, the Wolverines will prevail.
I
have some doubts about who will meet in
the Elite 8 in the East region. I know that
Indiana will beat Boston College. The
Eagles will not play as well against the
Hoosiers as they did against North
Carolina. In fact, the Eagles may never
again play as well as they did in their
upset of the Tar Heels. Boston College
center Bill Curley will outscore Indiana's
center, Todd Lindeman. However, the
Hoosiers will win because of Bob Knight.
When Bob Knight is given a lot of time to
prepare for an opponent, the Hoosiers win.
Besides, Indiana has consistently great
shooters in forward Brian Evans and
guards Damon Bailey and Pat Graham.
These three guys will score a lot of 3pointers.
The tough Sweet Sixteen
game to pick in the East is the game
between Connecticut and Florida. If the
Huskies and the Gators were playing at a
neutral site, I would pick the Huskies to
defeat Florida without too much trouble.
However, this game will be played in
Miami, Florida. Despite this fact, I am
going to predict that the Huskies will
narrowly defeat the Gators. I am making
this prediction because of Connecticut
forward Donyell Marshall. Marshall came
out of nowhere this year to have an
incredible season. He averaged 25.5 points
and 9.0 rebounds per game during the
regular season and was the second-best
player in the nation. With Marshall, a deep
bench and a fast-paced offense, the
Huskies will squeak by a very inspired
Florida team.
The hardest bracket to predict is the
Southeast bracket. I like Purdue and Duke

to meet in the Elite 8 in the Southeast. I
believe that Purdue will beat Kansas and
that Duke will defeat Marquette in the
Sweet Sixteen.
Purdue will narrowly defeat Kansas
because of forward Glenn Robinson.
Robinson, who is easily the best college
basketball player in the country, will score
at least 30 points against Kansas. Kansas
does not have anybody who is quick
enough to cover him. While Robinson has
a great game, two of his teammates will
also do well. Look for forward Cuonzo
Martin and guard Matt Waddell to have
decent games. With this help from his
supporting cast, Robinson and the
Boilermakers will squeak by Kansas . (The
fact that Kansas had the lowest free-throw
percentage (63.7%) in the Big Eight this
year makes it easier for me to pick
Purdue.)
Duke will meet Purdue in
the Elite 8 in the Southeast mainly because
of forward Grant Hill. In my opinion, Hill
is the most versatile player in the countryMichigan's Jalen Rose is a close second.
Along with center Cherokee Parks and
guard Chris Collins, Hill will come up
very big in the Blue Devils' Sweet Sixteen
game against the Marquette Warriors.
These 3 players and a tremendous defense,
winning tradition and coach (Mike
Krzyzewski) will allow the Blue Devils to
reach the Elite 8. By the way, Parks will
handle Marquette's 7-1, shot-blocking
center, Jim Mcilvaine.
Having put forth my predictions about
who will make the Elite 8, I now must
answer which of these eight teams will
reach the Final Four. First of all, I like
Arizona over Missouri in the West. I think
that Arizona will narrowly defeat the
Tigers because of its tremendom,
backcourt. The Wildcats' guards are going
to dominate the Tigers. Khalid Reeves, in
particular, will have a big game against
Missouri. Although freshman forward
Kelly Thames and star guard Melvin
Booker will have decent games for the
Tigers, it will not be enough to overcome
the Wildcats' great guard play. (Reeves
may score 40!)
I think that Arkansas will narrowly
defeat Michigan in the Elite · 8 in the
Midwest. This is a tough game to pick. I
just feel that the Razorbacks' superior
depth will prevail in the end. The
Wolverines' Jalen Rose an.d Juwan
Howard both will get .at least 20 points,
but it will not be enough. Corliss
Williamson will lead Arkansas to a hardfought victory over the Wolverines.
Indiana will narrowly defeat
Connecticut in the Elite 8 in the East
because Donyell Marshall cannot beat the
Hoosiers by himself. Marshall is going to
discover that the Hoosiers have two very
good defenders in forwards Brian Evans
and Alan Henderson. Evans and Henderson
will prevent Marshall from scoring more
than 30 points. Holding Marshall to 30 or
less points will be enough to defeat the
Huskies for several reasons. First of all, I
believe that Connecticut's other players
will not perform well. As I said, Marshall
cannot beat the Hoosiers by himself.
Second, Indiana's great shooters are going

to have big games. Look for Damon
Bailey, in particular, to drain a lot of 3pointers. The fact that Indiana has a
mediocre center--Todd Lindeman--will not
hurt the Hoosiers in this game. The
Huskies have four mediocre players
playing center. After defeating Connecticut
by less than five points, Indiana will fly to
Charlotte, North Carolina, the site of the
Final Four.
Finally, I think that Duke will defeat
Purdue in the Elite 8 in the Southeast.
This game features Glenn Robinson and
Grant Hill, two of the top 5 players in the
country. I like Duke because of the Blue
Devils' great defense. Although Robinson
will score at least 25 points, Duke will
shut down the rest of the Boilermakers.
Since Robinson cannot defeat the Blue
Devils by himself, Duke will prevail. I
should note that I like Cherokee Parks to
have a big game against the Boilermakers.
I do not think that Purdue has anybody
who can guarci him effectively. With
Cherokee's help, Hill, who will be his
usual brilliant self against the
Boilermakers, will be returning to the
Final Four.
I now have Arizona facing Arkansas
and Indiana facing Duke in the Final Four.
The Arizona-Arkansas game is a tough
game to pick. I like Arkansas because of
its superior depth. Arkansas will wear
down the Wildcats and pull away in the
last l O minutes of the game. Arkansas'
Corliss Williamson and Arizona's Khalid
Reeves will basically cancel each other
out. They will both score at least 25
points.
The Indiana-Duke game is also a
difficult game to pick. Both teams have
great coaches and tremendous winning
traditions. I am picking the Blue Devils to
narrowly defeat the Hoosiers for a couple
of reasons, First of all, Cherokee Parks is
a much better basketball player than Todd
Lindeman. Secondly, Duke's defense is not
going to let the Hoosiers shoot 3-point
shots without hands in the Hoosiers' faces.
With hands in their faces, Indiana's great
shooters are going to miss a lot of shots.
Finally, Grant · Hill is much better than
anybody Indiana can put on the floor. Hill
will lead the Blue Devils to a 3~to-7 point
win.
So, I have decided that Arkansas and
Duke will play in the championship game
of the NCAA Tournament this year. This
game will be close. Parks and Hill will get
off to fast starts for Duke. The Blue
Devils will have the lead during most of
the game. With about IO minutes left,
Arkansas' superior depth will begin to pay
off. Duke's players will get tired and, at
the 5-minute mark, they will relinquish the
lead to the Razorbacks. Once it gets the
lead, Arkansas will never give it up.
Arkansas will win the national
championship game by the score of 787
3
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